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The biblical witness is clear about the importance of the clergy’s ability to
identify and analyze the many challenges of church leadership. For the contemporary
church, the model of adaptive leadership—developed by Ronald Heifetz and Marty
Linsky—provides a leadership framework through which effective decision-making and
organizational analysis can occur. While there have been church leaders, such as Tod
Bolsinger and Kevin Ford, stepping forward to embrace the methodology of adaptive
leadership, little attention has been given to its application among the pastors and the
churches of the South Georgia Conference (SGC).
The following research was designed to determine what common challenges of
clergy in the SGC are present in leading churches through adaptive change. The
qualitative methodology drew on the lived experiences of pastors in the SGC and was
employed to garner grassroots-level data. Semi-structured interviews, a focus group, and
document analysis helped determine how pastors lead and experience change within their
church contexts. Interviews were conducted among pastors of local churches as well as
members of the appointment-making cabinet.
Five major findings developed in this research: pastors’ assumptions of change
employed by pastors; administrative changes made by pastors; the prevailing archetypes

of adaptive challenges in the SGC; forms and feelings of resistance to change; and,
considerations of the need for better training to take place.
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CHAPTER 1
NATURE OF THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
Chapter One reveals the framework for identifying what adaptive challenges are
commonly experienced by clergy of the South Georgia Conference leading their churches
through adaptive change. Through personal stories and reflection, the researcher
addresses why this topic is of particular importance to him. The purpose statement, a
statement of the problem, the rationale for this project, and research questions are
presented. Research methods are defined, as are key definitions, and other matters of
research are clarified, such as participants and delimitations. Lastly, a brief summary of
the entire project is provided.
Personal Introduction
I will never forget the experience of taking my first appointment to a small church
in rural Georgia; it was unlike anything I had experienced prior. Fresh out of seminary
and feeling prepared to try my hand at pastoral ministry, I dove in headlong, moving my
growing family away from the familiarity of a church that had so embraced and
supported us to something entirely new. We were moving from the densely populated
area of metro Atlanta to an unincorporated district located several hours south. It was
both frightening and exciting, but my wife and I felt prepared for what was to come and
carried on as boldly as we knew how. We discovered soon after we arrived that the
church itself was everything a new pastor could hope for in his first appointment: the
people were beautiful and embraced our family, their Sunday morning worship
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experience was strong, and financially I was able to cover all our necessary expenses
with some room to save. Not a bad place to be!
Unfortunately, that only lasted a few months, and in the following years, I found
myself calling out to mentors as I managed what felt like crisis after crisis. The church
culture was such that the congregation had grown nearly entirely dependent on the sole
work of the pastor to create any kind of movement. Members took personal issues with
my family, and some chose to leave. The worship services were without leadership as
people began stepping down from their positions. And, as it happens, all these things
created financial instability within the church, and the security I was promised became
shaky at best. The church was a mess, and I was a mess.
Perhaps I should have read the signs of what was happening better than I did. That
year at the Annual Conference gathering that set my appointment, there was a particular
moment that made Methodist headlines globally. A pastor who was new to the
Congregational Development position finished his charismatic speech at one of our
sessions with a motion that was wildly applauded by the delegates in attendance. “I move
that we commit ourselves to a 10 percent increase in worship attendance as a conference
in the next two years,” he said. “Do I hear a second?” The motion was carried out, and
things were supposedly set in motion for growth to begin happening across the board.
Oddly, there was no prayerful time of discernment during our Annual Conference
and little-to-no further discussion of how the growth was supposed to happen. There was
a brief strategic talk and a motion. The rest of our sessions were spent tending to our
required administrative duties, detailing the concerns of retiring clergy, and preparing for
the impending split of the denomination. There was certainly very little help in
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addressing the pressing concerns I felt I was facing in my first appointment. What was
intended to excite the leaders of our conference only made the burden I would soon carry
heavier.
Fortunately, I was surrounded by pastoral leaders and support who braved that
time with me, and my unsuccessful attempt at rapid growth that followed is now a part of
the puzzle that lies at the heart of the research below. After several conversations with the
district superintendent and filling out an overwhelming load of reports, I began assessing
the immediate growth potential of my local church. I found that the potential was low for
a variety of reasons, but, more importantly, I learned I was not alone in this journey. Not
just pastors in first appointments felt the stress I was under, but so did seasoned clergy in
larger congregations.
My experience detailed here serves only as anecdotal evidence of what appears to
me to be largely shared among others. However, the project that follows determines
whether or not it is unique in its expression and lays the foundation for further study to be
considered in strategic conversations around the revitalization and restructuring of the
local church within our conference. By framing the conversation with the language of
adaptive leadership, developed by Ronald Heifetz and Marty Linsky at Harvard Kennedy
School, challenges among local pastors in a diverse set of congregations are able to be
clearly defined into logical categories. I truly believe that these findings will be valuable
information both for me and for others serving alongside me.
Statement of the Problem
According to the data being reported to the General Council on Finance and
Administration, the need for broad and strategic change within the United Methodist
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Church is clear: the UMC declined in the category of professing membership by over 13
percent from the years 2010 to 2018, which is the greatest decline the Methodist church
has ever witnessed in America (General Commission on Archives and History).
Moreover, it is becoming apparent among pastor-leaders within the UMC that leading
churches is especially difficult on the part of the pastor. The cost of asking pastors to act
as change agents for their churches amid massive culture shifts in the United States has
resulted in unusually high reports of depression and other negative health statistics that
are commonly reported among the clergy (see Proeschold-Bell et. al). As the UMC faces
a split and the covid-related global pandemic continues to demand that churches manage
crises well, the need for clergy to identify the challenges of their current context is made
all the more important.
In South Georgia, if the conference’s leadership models are bringing about
unintended, negative effects on their pastors, further research should look to address
possible explanations for the problem. Specifically, what criteria are being implemented
in the evaluation and appointment of pastors, and are pastors feeling equipped for the task
at hand? Adaptive leadership models indicate the need for adaptive change when
technical fixes are no longer able to sufficiently resource solutions to local problems.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to determine the common challenges for clergy in
the South Georgia Conference for leading churches through adaptive change.
Research Questions
To identify what adaptive challenges pastors commonly experience in leading
their churches through change, three questions guided the research for this project. Each
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question, while distinct and different from the others, is similar in that each of them acts
as individual layers that address the topic of adaptive challenges common to the process
of pastoral leadership in the SGC.
Research Question #1
What changes have pastors of the SGC tried to bring about within their local
congregations that have come with challenges?
Research Question #2
What common adaptive challenges emerge as pastors attempt to lead their
churches through change?
Research Question #3
How does the cabinet of the South Georgia Conference assess which challenges
an incoming pastor is likely to face in bringing about adaptive change within a local
congregation?
Rationale for the Project
From the beginning, God designed humans to actively participate as overseers of
God’s created order. Descriptors of kingship used in Genesis 1.28 express the desire of
God that mutuality in human nature is shared through the cooperative work of taking care
of one another and the world. The authorization that God gives humans to lead in this
way is expanded through the biblical story, and traces of God’s entrusting humans to
participate in God’s divine orchestration of the world can be seen through Abraham and
Moses, Israel and the monarchy, Jesus’ radical love, and, ultimately, the church. The
DNA of leadership in the church extends back to the beginning and also catalyzes its
move forward toward the ushering-in of the New Creation. Thus, it is the role of the
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church to continue in its mission today, working under God’s grace to bring the world
into God’s order through the love of Christ and one another.
However, it is becoming increasingly clear that the church in the US is struggling
to live up to the task. In the Methodist church, overall attendance is down and has been
decreasing decade over decade ever since the merging of the UMC, for over 50 years. In
the South Georgia Conference, the impact of this is felt both in local congregations and in
leadership. Fewer people are choosing to attend seminary at all, and of those that do, an
increasing number are finding alternative ways to serve in the ministry as deacons or in
non-profits. And, lastly, the order of the Elders is diminishing as a significantly larger
group is opting to retire than there are being ordained.
When asked about whether there is a problem, it seems that few leaders in the
SGC are in denial that there is one. The challenge is in defining what exactly the problem
is. Organizationally, this is not an uncommon challenge. “When you are caught up in the
action, it is hard to do the diagnostic work of seeing the larger patterns in the organization
or community,” writes Ronald Heifetz (Practice of Adaptive Leadership 7). As forgiving
as that sounds, they also write that diagnosis is “the single most important and
undervalued skill” (Heifetz, Practice of Adaptive Leadership 7). Ironically, one of the
biggest problems experienced by the SGC is in defining the problem.
Through the work of adaptive leadership and diagnosis, the ongoing work of
restoration and revitalization can itself be equipped with a strong foundation. It is more
likely as time goes on that the SGC will no longer be able to sustain itself in its current
form. While the pressure to preserve the old status quo is extremely high, the insights
gained from this research are not intended to continue in the mode of preservation. This
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project was to help facilitate needed adaptive change while honoring the solutions to
former adaptive challenges.
Definition of Key Terms
Adaptive leadership—The activity of mobilizing adaptive work. This means
holding people through a sustained period of disequilibrium during which they identify
what cultural DNA to conserve and discard, and invent or discover the new cultural DNA
that will enable them to thrive anew, i.e., the learning process through which people in a
system achieve a successful adaptation (Heifetz, Practice of Adaptive Leadership 303)
Adaptive challenge/change—The gap between the values people stand for (that
constitute thriving) and the reality they face (their current lack of capacity to realize those
values in their environment) (Heifetz, Practice of Adaptive Leadership 303).
Technical problem—Problems that can be diagnosed and solved, generally within
a short time frame, by applying established know-how and procedures (Heifetz, Practice
of Adaptive Leadership 303).
Clergy—The clergy in The United Methodist Church are individuals who serve as
commissioned ministers, deacons, elders, and local pastors under the appointment of a
bishop (full- and part-time), who hold membership in an annual conference, and who are
commissioned, ordained, or licensed. The word clergy comes from the Latin clericus,
meaning priest (A Dictionary for United Methodists).
Local church—A congregation of persons who have joined together as Christians
and as United Methodists to carry forward the message of Christ and to witness to and
serve the world. It is the fellowship of persons who have professed their belief in Christ,
have been baptized, and have taken the vows of membership of The United Methodist
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Church. Congregations are organized and chartered by Annual Conferences
(https://www.umc.org).
South Georgia Conference (SGC)—An entity within the United Methodist
Church. It includes nearly 600 churches and represents over 100,000 members in the
southern part of Georgia.
United Methodist Church (UMC)—The largest denomination within Methodism
that is historically tied to the movement begun by John and Charles Wesley. Spanning the
globe, it is divided into jurisdictions, Conferences, and districts. Bishops administer
individual conferences, and District Superintendents lead districts.
Delimitations
For this project, the researcher chose to work with clergy of the South Georgia
Conference directly connected to local churches. The study was limited to clergy serving
under appointment, including elders and pastors of local churches. Extension ministers
except for those serving on the cabinet (e.g., district superintendents) were excluded from
the research. For the purpose of continuity across the recorded data, the laity was also
excluded.
Review of Relevant Literature
The pre-intervention research conducted in this study was qualitative and was
built on a foundation of biblical, Methodist, and organizational leadership literature. It
was a leadership study intended to assist in facilitating adaptive change in Methodist
churches. The researcher, first, studied the biblical and theological foundations. Second,
scholarship—both historic and contemporary—on the topic of Methodism in America
was considered for the purpose of interpreting the precedent of creating change in
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Methodist systems. Last, the first phase of adaptive leadership—diagnosing the system—
was examined as it provides an established framework for organizational and social
change.
Biblical and Theological Foundations
The biblical and theological foundations of the literature review were considered
together. Reflections on the nature of God’s decision to involve humans in the ordering
of creation follow the exegesis of various scriptures that represent changes the
relationship of God to humankind.
In Genesis 1-3, God is revealed to be over the natural order, but God invites
humans to be co-creators and co-workers in the creative process. As Andy Crouch puts it,
the deepest form of power is creation (23). More importantly, in the imago dei, God
directs humans to assist in the life-giving and life-bringing process of reigning over the
earth through the love of neighbor and worship of God (Richard Middleton). The impact
of multiplication is such that God’s ability to move from one to two is reflected in
people’s move from two to three and beyond (George Murphy).
In Genesis 12 and Exodus 3, God is revealed to be over the interpersonal order
but invites humans to experience Him in community under the leadership of Abraham
and Moses (Streit; Moore). The Abrahamic and Sinaitic covenants point to God, whose
mediation is accompanied by right-community and right-law, and the Israelite people
(Brueggemann). The Wesleyan foundation of biblical community is—in many ways—
anchored in God’s choice to express God’s self to the Israelites in this way.
In 1 and 2 Samuel, God is revealed to be over the political order but invites
humans into the divine ordering of creation through the monarchy. Rex Mason and
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Walter Brueggemann offer multiple perspectives on the varied views of God’s
appointment of a king to reign over Israel. In the monarchy, two forms of leadership are
prevalent (charismatic and dynastic), but ultimately both fail and remind Christians today
of the importance to worship God alone.
In Luke 2, God is revealed to be over the social order through the incarnation, but
humans are invited to participate in the divine benefits of God through the radical
example of Jesus. Ajith Fernando acknowledges the great work of Christ that begins in
identifying with the people he served, and Christopher Carter extends the interpretation
of the imago dei to mean the actual mind of Christ. Scholars point to Jesus as the new
Abraham and new Moses, and it is a common metaphor to view Christ as king, as
proclaimed by Gabriel to Mary in Luke 1. The leadership of Christ reinterpreted what
was once intended for the Jewish communities of Abraham and Moses—a Kingdom
community that spanned the nations.
Lastly, in Acts 2, God is revealed to be over the religious order, but the invitation
to reign with God is opened through the avenue of the church. Acts 2 discloses the vision,
power, and authority of the church (Cancik; Marshall; Hines). Methodism is a part of this
important work of God.
History of Methodist Leadership in America
John Wesley’s concept of the church closely mirrored that of seventeenth-century
Anglicanism (Snyder; Heitzenrater), but it took on a more democratic form when in
America (Wigger). The eventual formation of the United Methodist Church and the
South Georgia Conference would go on to see the merging of multiple Methodist
denominations, most notably the Evangelical United Brethren and the Methodist
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Episcopal Church. Challenges posed by civil rights and other social movements were
introduced from the beginning.
Contemporary Leadership of the South Georgia Conference
Ordination materials and other published local church licensing and training
materials were examined as a part of the literature review. These materials were intended
to prepare ministers to live and thrive in the system of the UMC. Additionally, Tod
Bolsinger’s Canoeing the Mountains, which was strongly pushed by Bishop Bryan and
other conference leadership, was examined as a resource intended to help churches
navigate challenging and unprecedented times.
Adaptive Leadership—Diagnosing the System
Lastly, Harvard Kennedy School’s formalized leadership scholarship on adaptive
leadership was presented as an interpretational framework for two reasons: 1) it
sufficiently provided the terminology useful to the conversation of organizational change,
and 2) it opened the door for further adaptive work to take place beyond the scope of this
dissertation. Kevin Ford’s work on transformative churches directly applied these
principles to the modern church design and was examined too. Adaptive leadership
provides tools to survey the political landscape and offers multiple options for framing
adaptive and technical challenges.
Research Methodology
This was a pre-intervention dissertation identifying common adaptive challenges
clergy of the South Georgia Conference face when attempting to lead their church
through adaptive change. Conversations were recorded in the year 2022 with appointed
clergy and members of the cabinet in the SGC.
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Type of Research
The type of research for the study was qualitative, as it sought to define a working
theory of adaptive challenges that were commonly present in the work of clergy
attempting to create adaptive change in their local churches. According to Creswell and
Poth, qualitative research is best implemented as a methodology when addressing the
meaning that individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem (7). Using the
framework of language provided through adaptive leadership, the researcher primarily
depended on interviewees to saturate the project through anecdotal and professional
knowledge.
Grounded theory (GT) was employed as a method for gathering and analyzing
information. The constructive process of developing categories and codes of analysis has
become classic for this type of qualitative research. As the researcher was, himself, a
member of the clergy in the SGC, GT allowed for any bias taken into the research to be
flushed out over the course of one-on-one interviews and focus groups.
Participants
Participants in the interviews were clergy members of the SGC under
appointment by Bishop Graves in the appointment year June 2021 to June 2022. This
included extension ministers on the cabinet and ordained elders appointed to local
congregations. The demographics of those interviewed ranged from age 30 to 75,
including both men and women. Because the SGC is made up almost entirely of small
and medium-sized churches, pastors of these sized churches represent the lion’s share of
those interviewed. According to the SGC, only 10% of the churches in the SGC worship
with an average of 200 or more (sgaumc.org). Personal information was gathered
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concerning education, age, gender, number of years served in the SGC, and how local
churches they served.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation consisted of a GT, qualitative methodological approach.
Three instruments were used: one-on-one interviews; a focus group; and document
analysis. As is expected of a GT study, an ongoing process of memoing, categorizing,
and coding transpired throughout the course of the research. These notes grew more
concise and developed as the research was saturated with more data.
RQ1 was solely addressed through the one-on-one interviews, as individuals
spoke about the changes they tried implementing in their local churches. RQ2 was
informed through the use of one-on-one interviews and a focus group, which involved
both pastors and members of the cabinet. RQ3 considered appointment strategies of the
cabinet. In addition to the interviews, document analysis was added as a way of gathering
information as to how they go about their diagnostics of overall congregational health.
Data Collection
Data collection occurred in the months of January and February of 2022,
beginning with one-on-one interviews and then eventually adding in focus groups and
document analysis. The interviews were done with the researcher at home, due to the
unusual circumstances of collecting data during the Covid-19 pandemic where people
were encouraged to stay home as much as possible. Zoom provided sufficient means of
video conferencing both for individuals and for groups. Document analysis was done
both on-site and, when possible, at the researcher’s office through copies, photos, and
scans.
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The purpose statement points to defining which adaptive challenges clergy face
most commonly when creating change in their churches. So, the following order of data
collection seemed most logical to the researcher: question pastors about which changes
they tried to implement through one-on-one interviews; after the focus group and one-onone interviews, begin categorizing common challenges members of the clergy experience
in creating these changes; then, last, through the prior conversations and document
analysis, discover what strategies the cabinet uses to identify common challenges of the
clergy in local churches. Each of these was connected by their analysis of the clergy’s
common experience in local churches.
Data Analysis
Data analysis formally followed the pattern of developing theoretical evidence as
laid out in the GT approach. Anecdotal evidence gathered through structured interviews
and focus groups were transcribed by rev.com and examined by the researcher. Multiple
research instruments were employed to ensure the quality of the study (Sensing 72–74).
If data and tools were the building bricks of the research, then—as Berks notes—
memos were the mortar (4). Memos were kept as the researcher actively reflected upon
the data generated through instrumentation. This storehouse of work, or “audit trail” of
the researcher’s process, increased the transparency the of researcher and his approach to
interpreting and analyzing the data. There were kept throughout the duration of the study.
Open, selective/axial, and theoretical coding was fully reliant on the data
collected by the researcher, provided through the three instruments. This process of
coding led to the development of five major findings—presented in full in Chapter 5—
that were connected directly to the purpose statement.
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Generalizability
The purpose of this study was to gather research that could be used in a greater
work of renewal and revitalization of the local church. The qualitative design was used to
determine which adaptive challenges were most commonly met by clergy of the SGC
attempting strategies of change in their congregations. According to adaptive leadership
scholarship, identifying adaptive challenges is the first part of a much larger process.
Further study could reflect upon these next steps, or the research process could be
transposed to other conferences to generate comparable data points.
The results of the study could likely be extended to other conferences throughout
the jurisdiction, and possibly even beyond, as all conferences and local churches in the
UMC are structured much the same. Even though this study evaluated the clergy of the
SGC, the results were generalizable and could be used for the development of church
revitalization and renewal efforts in other parts of the world where the UMC is present.
Project Overview
Chapter 2 presents the biblical and theological foundations for leadership in the
Methodist tradition. It was grounded in a general study of biblical leadership that
contextualized the importance of the church’s position in the modern world, then
centered on how the Methodist church adapted to unique challenges in America. Next,
literature relevant to the formation of the UMC and leadership structures in the SGC were
considered in their relation to the current leadership strategies of the SGC. Last, adaptive
leadership’s relevance was examined as a tool for creating social innovation within the
church. It provided the framework for innovation and the language of social change that
was considered in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
The purpose of this chapter is to establish a literary foundation for Methodist
leadership, upon which further research can be conducted to identify key adaptive
challenges shared among Methodist leaders in the SGC. The chapter begins by laying out
biblical and theological cornerstones that create the framework for understanding
governing principles of Christian leadership. By focusing on specific scriptures—
beginning with the creation narrative of Genesis 1 and moving on to the building of the
church in Acts and the Epistles—biblical and theological cornerstones are set. These
ultimately give rise to the need for Christian leaders to understand the role they play in
instituting God’s desire for the existence of the church in the world today. The survival of
the church is dependent upon its ability (and people’s willingness) to adapt its form (but
not its message) to acknowledge and address relevant challenges of the day.
What follows is an approach to the leadership of modern Methodism and its
ability to identify the need for change, beginning with Methodism’s development in
America. The existence of adaptive challenges routinely created new contours in the
shape of Methodism as a movement, and the Methodist church in America took on
several new forms before the merger of multiple denominations, which would become
the United Methodist Church. Prevailing Methodist leaders of the SGC tend to view the
shift happening in the contemporary church as a consequence of what began during that
formational process. Lastly, Ronald Heifetz, a preeminent scholar in leadership theory,
proposed the process of adaptive leadership to create social innovation within
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organizations—such as the UMC—in need of adaptive change. The adaptive leadership
strategy is examined in its relation to the UMC.
Biblical and Theological Foundations
The biblical narrative opens and closes with God’s deep desire to have an intimate
relationship with humankind. Constant wondering and misdirection of individuals and
entire communities make way for the need to course-correct and venture toward renewed
holiness. John Wesley compared the corrupted person, who is at once matter and spirit, to
an “instrument being now quite untuned…she could no longer make the same harmony:
‘the corruptible body pressed down the soul.’ with which it soared so high during its
incorruption” (“In the Image of God” II.2). The distancing between humankind and the
transparency of the perfect will of God is the gap from which Christian leadership
sprouts. Not only does God direct people back toward God’s self through the gift of
grace, but God uses people to assist in the process of reclamation.
Leadership represented by the dichotomy of God’s call and people’s response sets
a tone that reverberates throughout Scripture. The following instances each represent
sections of biblical literature that are God-directed and reveal something about God’s
nature in the context of leadership among humans: (1) God’s gift of the imago dei, (2)
God’s call for communal holiness in ancient Israel, (3) God’s transcendence of the
monarchy, (4) God’s incarnation in the person of Jesus Christ, and (5) God’s blessing the
church with the active presence of the Holy Spirit. These selections both uniquely and
collectively speak to the congruence of effective Christian leadership and attentiveness to
the will of God.
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Leadership in the Imago Dei – God Over the Natural Order
The guiding principles of leadership from Genesis 1 and 2 become apparent
through God’s structuring of all living and non-living things. Humans are uniquely
equipped to be in a relationship with God and are members of the divine ordering of the
world. As it is written:
Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness;
and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air,
and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals of the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.”
So God created humankind in his image,
in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them. (Genesis 1:26-27)
The great failing of the fall, which occurs shortly thereafter, is that humans became
subject to the conditions of the world, the very thing they were called to subdue (“In the
Image of God” II; Rom. 8.20). Thus, the task of Christian leadership in the imago dei is
not about redirection but reorientation. Wesley prefers the word recovery (“In the Image
of God” III), which he uses often to explain his doctrines of salvation and sanctification
(e.g., “The One Thing Needful,” “The New Creation,” etc.). However, the role of a
Christian leader today is to interpret these early doctrines in a systemic and institutional
sense, which addresses both the personal need for divine grace as well as the need for
reorganization within whole bodies of people. For this reason, reorientation is chosen as a
term that encompasses a full turn, internally and externally, to God. The need for this turn
to be applied to Christian leadership is inferred through the presence of the imago dei in
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the following three observations: the power of creativity, the expectation of human
cooperation, and the impact of multiplication.
The Power of Creativity
There is power in creativity. Andy Crouch writes, “The deepest form of power is
creation … power is the ability to make something of the world” (Playing God 10, 17). It
is the nature of people who bear the image of God to make something of the world. If, as
Francesca Murphy writes, Christian imagination is “the power through which the human
I repeats the I AM of the Creator” (Christ the Form of Beauty 5), then Christians are to be
the imagineers of the world. Taken together, it can be stated that the power of people
(Crouch) who are called to imagine the presence of God (Murphy) is intended to be
exercised only so long as it is participating in God’s great act of order through creation.
Power is the corruptible gift to humankind, bestowed to them by their Creator, as
a means to imagine the work of God on earth. However, it was never intended to be left
unfettered, and it was always intended to be directed in harmony with the will of God. In
Luke 10, Jesus extends it to his disciples for purpose of disrupting and defeating the
presence of evil. As it is written: “See, I have given you authority to tread on snakes and
scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy; and nothing will hurt you” (Luke 10.19).
Sin, however, did corrupt the gift, and power lost its motivation to bear witness to its
creator. Today, senseless uses of improperly oriented power, void of Christian
imagination, wreak havoc upon the world. Christian leaders must proceed with caution
but proceed nonetheless in the call to direct others to God through their own creative uses
of power (Crouch 37–53; Matt. 28).
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When rooted in humility, creativity is the compliment to power. Wesley wrote
that humility is the first step in the “glorious change” of salvation (III.1). Accordingly,
looking upon oneself with the spirit of wisdom, enlightened by the eyes of understanding
to see the likeness in which humans are created helps people through the process of
acting in God-oriented ways. Graham Standish writes that humility from a Genesis
perspective is “an awareness and appreciation that we are a combination of dust and
spirit, with the Spirit both giving us life and connecting us with God and God’s will”
(Humble Leadership 14). Therefore, when a person creates in holy ways, he or she
centers themselves on the source of both their own creativity and their own existence
(Wilson, Think Like A 5-Year-Old 8). Like power, creativity is a corruptible gift, but in its
purity, it will always bear witness in love to the ordering of God whose ultimate desire is
life.
Creativity, void of power, lacks energy. Power, void of creativity, lacks direction.
Held together in holiness, they are ingredients of eternal life gifted to humans in the
imago dei. All Christian leadership bounces between these two pins in its effort to make
God-directed decisions. Each is valuable to imagining models of leadership that are
useful for Christians today. The power of creativity is the reorienting process of people
tuning into the great harmony of God’s creative movement in the world.
The Expectation of Human Cooperation
If, as previously stated, the imago dei is both body and spirit, then it must be
considered on these grounds, in both a physical and spiritual sense. Richard Middleton, a
preeminent scholar on the subject, writes that there are primarily three interpretations of
what the imago dei means for humans in the creation/Creator dynamic. First, there is the
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substantialistic viewpoint that views the image of God as an analogy for existing in a way
that specifically concerns the mind and soul. Second, there is a relational interpretation
that sees the image as a way of having a personal encounter with God. Third, Middleton’s
view sees the image to mean a mediation of power, as a king would bestow authority
upon the leaders of his nation. A quick study of these views ultimately demonstrates the
need for systemic structures of shared leadership. Just as God chose to share God’s
authority with people, so should individuals do with others.
For all the good the enlightenment did, particularly in the realms of science and
technology, enlightenment thinking and modern philosophy dangerously impacted the
way the image of God is viewed in Christian traditions today (Middleton, The Liberating
Image 27). The interpretations pushed by this type of thinking—namely, the
substantialistic and relational perspectives—mislead Christians to overemphasize the
human’s ability to connect with God in spirit and mind, but they neglect the importance
of matter, one’s actual being in the world. While each interpretation certainly has its
support, the adherents typically arrive at these positions as a deduction of other thoughts,
rather than induction from the inside out. Extrabiblical paradigms of modern thought
warp the contemporary imagination to malnourished pictures of the imago dei that largely
neglect the historical setting of the text. Systematic theologians and philosophers often
impose their western ethos onto this ancient text, neglecting the fact that it was still
written in a specific time and place (ibid).
Even a cursory study of the word interpreted into English as image, selem,
acknowledges the strong possibility of the word to mean “resemblance; hence, a
representative figure, especially an idol” (Strong’s Dictionary). Of course, the word idol
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denotes other meanings in the Christian faith that are usually connected with
disobedience or sinful behavior (Lev. 26.1), and so scholars of religion generally prefer
the use of the terms image or icon, as they argue that these terms are more objective and
less judgmental (Encyclopedia of Religion 4388). The import here, however, is not this
specific instance of the word selem but this use-case in the midst of other use-cases
throughout the Biblical literature and other ANE texts (Middleton 26). In this textual
analysis, interpretation becomes nuanced as the ten (of twelve) times selem is used in the
Old Testament for the representation of something, such as an image of a Canaanite deity
in Numbers 33.52 (New Interpreters Dictionary 19). It is debated as to whether or not the
original authors intended to use the language of kingship to describe the relationship
humans have with God, since pagan kings considered themselves to be images of God
(Encyclopedia of Religion 4389). However, there is no question that the imago dei entails
a “democratization of human beings” (New Interpreter’s Dictionary 19).
Placing Genesis 1–2 in the larger scope of the Old Testament and other ANE texts
provides support for the third, functional viewpoint. As Middleton writes:
When the clues within the Genesis text are
taken together with comparative studies of
the ancient Near East, they lead to what we
could call a functional—or even missional—
interpretation of the image of God in Genesis
1:26–27 (in contradistinction to
substantialistic or relational interpretations).
On this reading, the imago Dei designates the

Figure 2.1
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royal office or calling of human beings as God’s representatives and agents in the
world, granted authorized power to share in God’s rule or administration of the
earth’s resources and creatures (see figure). (27)
Also known as a vocational perspective, because of the requirement for humans to share
in their role with others, this viewpoint maintains historical and textual congruence while
also emphasizing the relationship people have with God. Paul Sands and many others
note that this role given to humans is understood to perfection through the person of Jesus
Christ (“The Imago Dei as Vocation” 38). Howard Snyder, whose writing predates a
formalized version of this perspective, makes the point that it is the church that is truly
the modern-day community of the King, called specifically to the task of multiplication
of Genesis 1.28 (Community of the King 117). Applied to individuals, Israel, Christ, or
the church, the functional perspective holds up as a strong picture of God’s relationship
to people throughout the Biblical text.
The implication of this for Christian leadership is that Christians are responsible
at least in part for mediating the power of God to creation. The language of kingship,
while still debated, is strong: “subdue,” “multiply,” and “have dominion” are all
expectations God set for people (Gen. 1.26–28; Middleton 30; New Interpreter’s
Dictionary 19; “The Imago Dei as Vocation” 38). Jacques Doukhan writes, “God, in the
leadership expressed by his creative initiative, did not keep only for himself the power to
shape events. He entered into the risk of sharing his creative power of history with
humans” (“Leadership in the Creation Narrative” 35). Later, contemporary models of
leadership will be explored more closely, but it is imperative that Christians understand
their collective role to assist in the orchestration and dissemination of God’s power to the
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entirety of creation. To be clear, God is calling Christians to respond as Christ did (Matt.
22) to both their Creator and to the imago dei of one another. This is what leads
Middleton through the scholarship of others to submit a proposal to read scripture
through a hermeneutic of mutuality or connection, in which people lead together in the
love of God and neighbor. Christian leadership that acknowledges the import of the
imago dei through a vocational lens will lead to functionality within and mission for
God’s desire for the world.
The Impact of Multiplication
Not only does the imago dei call forth images of vocational kingship to declare its
purpose, but it is also given clarity through God himself, first, to be fruitful and multiply
(Gen. 1.28). As it is written in full: “God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful
and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea
and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon the earth” (Gen.
1.28, emphasis added). The co-dependency required for humans to orchestrate their role
within the creative scape does not sufficiently convey the necessity humans have for one
another. Gilbert Bilezikian (though taking on a relational interpretation) is one of many
who connect the requirements of multiplication and community to the image of God:
The triune God resolves that the culmination of his creational work will be a
creature that bears God's own image. He creates one, but it is not good, because
one cannot constitute community. So, out of the one, he makes two, and finally
declares "this is good." He bonds them together as the founders and the source of
community on earth. (Mutuality 8)
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Christian leadership that acknowledges the imago dei must ask the following questions
from both a personal and organizational lens: 1) what does it mean to bear fruit as the
Creator did, and 2) what does it mean to honor God through multiplication? A survey of
these two questions further indicates the need for Christian leaders and their
organizations to orient themselves to the nature of God who chose to disseminate the
power of multiplication to people.
A brief look at modern history will show that humans have both multiplied and
have dominated the earth (Levering 98), and both in grandeur ways. The question left on
the table (and, strangely, most often ignored by scholarship) is whether or not humans
have been fruitful in this endeavor. Richard Baulkham writes, “humans are not to fill the
earth and subdue it to the extent of leaving no room and no sustenance for the other
creatures who share the earth with them” (Living with Other Creatures 227).
Acknowledging the influx in population over recent centuries and its damage to the earth,
Levering is so bold to ask, was and is all of this even a good idea (Levering 98)? His
ultimate answer is, yes, God continues to call humans to the process of multiplication
even through the visions of Revelation.
However, it is worth noting that the first call for humans was to be fruitful and
multiply (Gen. 1.28), not one or other, and this should not be limited to procreation.
Ultimately, it can be delimited out to the church through the commandment Jesus Christ
and the blessing of the Holy Spirit (Melanie May, “A Challenge to the Church” 26–27).
Even more, God’s statement is in the context of a blessing—barekh (v. 27). As the
Jewish scholar David Shapiro writes, this is a keyword in Genesis, and it appears here for
the first time (Be Fruitful and Multiply 42). Christians and Christian organizations are
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positioned to receive the blessing only so long as they are open to hearing it with
obedient ears (Raymund Leeuwen, “Is This a Command, Or a Blessing?” 59-61).
The word, pârâ, interpreted as fruitful in English, provides a framework for
understanding how God intends the multiplication to happen. Strong’s definition for pârâ
is “a primitive root; to bear fruit (literally or figuratively),” which calls to mind many of
Christ’s metaphors of the seed, particularly those of Mark (Mark 4.1–9, 21–32). The
blessing of fruitfulness will eventually be rightly interpreted as a command, among the
Israelite people. Shapiro notes, “only humans can receive commands…and are in control
of their own reproduction, unlike the rest of the natural order” (52). Importantly, the word
fruitful returns in Exodus 1 and is listed to be Israel’s only grievance committed toward
the Egyptians: “But the Israelites were fruitful and prolific; they multiplied and grew
exceedingly strong, so that the land was filled with them” (Exod. 1.7). God’s blessing and
command is clear: humans are to increase in number and to be fruitful (pârâ) is to have
an internal condition that facilitates the desire for external increase.
The external increase or abundance (râbâ) is the stuff of multiplication, which
God demonstrates in Genesis 2. God does this not only through the grand act of creation
but also through multiplying the number of humans from one to two. The imago dei in
Adam bears witness to that which divides his role from God’s. While only being made “a
little lower” than God, no one but God can commit to this type of increase. George
Murphy, a holder of both a PhD in physics and an MDiv, is a retired Lutheran minister
who has given a lot of thought to the science of creation. Ultimately, after much
reflection, he relents:
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Since the work of Newton, the successes of science have led many people to think
that discussion about divine action is superfluous…But there is an old principle of
Christian thought, lex orandi, lex credendi—"the law of praying is the law of
believing." The way we pray, and more generally, what we do in worship, should
inform what we believe. (“The Nuts and Bolts of Creation” 49)
The liturgy of creation’s origins is such that all Christians must acknowledge that
multiplication is ultimately a blessing, one that comes from God. Humans have been
invited into the process of increase but only so long as they are properly oriented toward
the nature of the One who is truly able to speak something into nothingness. Christian
leaders who celebrate the imago dei must do as people have from the beginning: direct
their efforts to God’s desire for growth—internally and externally—while leaning on
God’s grace to see them through to the other end (May 27).
Leadership in Community (Gen. 12; Exod. 3, 19–24) — God Over the Interpersonal
Order
Biblical leadership is first and foremost a practice of revelation, in which the
human understanding of God’s desire to be in relationship with them is made clear. As
explored above, the creation narrative reveals God to be the Creator who invites
humankind into the divine calling of the making process. In sin, humans fail to live in
accordance with the desire of God, and so—through grace—God offers more chances to
know God in the way God intended them to. In the Deuteronomistic history, two key
moments that demonstrate this grace are God’s covenants to Abraham and Moses,
through whom the seeds of Judaism and the nation of Israel are planted. Both Abraham
and Moses are given the divine task to take care of and lead God’s people, which they do.
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While the circumstances are different, a close reading of these narratives within the grand
arc of scripture shows that their call to leadership is one of orientation to the will of God
(Fraser and Danihelova 58). According to both the Abrahamic and Mosaic traditions, the
task of leadership is to adopt and reinforce interpersonal practices that orient people to
the will of God. The sections that follow will detail this further through surveys of both
traditions, exploring how each one could further reveal the nature of God for the purpose
of Christian leadership.
Leadership in the Abrahamic Tradition
The covenant between God and Abraham marks a significant moment when the
divine encounter is encoded into a select historical tradition that is set apart for a specific
divine purpose. The preceding chapters leading up to Abraham’s encounter with God
demonstrate the character of God to be one who loves humankind but is deeply disturbed
by their inability to maintain focus on God alone, hence the story of Noah (Judith Streit,
The God of Abraham). The protean God of the Abraham narrative—despite God’s many
forms—ultimately chooses to lead the Hebrew covenantal bond expressed through
kinship (The Oxford Encyclopedia; Fraser and Danihelova). While there appears to be
little historical evidence that this narrative is grounded in a historical moment in time
when compared to other treatise-literature of the ancient near east (ANE; The Anchor
Yale Bible Dictionary 1179), God’s interaction between Abraham and the Hebrews marks
a shift that connects the primeval and patriarchal history of Genesis (Gordon Wenham
274). Interpreting this shift from the theological framework of the Priestly and YahwistElohist sources—who are most likely to have authored the literature (The Oxford
Encyclopedia 156)—reveals another aspect of God’s relationship to humankind. God’s
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leadership in the Abrahamic tradition, and in the Mosaic tradition to follow, maintains
God’s sovereignty in the development of communities and nations of people.
The promises of the Abrahamic covenant—specifically that of Genesis 12.2—
correspond directly to the expanded literature on God’s promises to Abraham in the
following chapters, and they are reinforced through an oath of God to Abraham (the only
divine oath to any patriarch) in 22.15–18n These promises are 1) great nationhood, 2)
great name, and 3) universal blessing. In these promises, it is clear that Abraham and,
ultimately, the people of Israel are to take their divine role—expressed through the imago
dei—to be a lived expression of God’s authority in the world (Wheaton 79–68; Fraser
and Danihelova).
The covenant language of the Old Testament is hard to interpret for contemporary
audiences (Anchor Yale Bible Dictionary). This is due in no small part to the fact that
covenant-based relationships have become almost obsolete, “the fragile institution of
marriage remaining the most noteworthy vestige of such relationships” (1179). The
Abrahamic tradition still offers valuable lessons for Christian leaders today, as it reveals
more layers about God’s care for humankind as individuals and within communities.
God’s declared will is to order the world with the help of humans under God’s own
sovereign rule. Christian communities that are called later by Jesus to serve as “city on a
hill” (Matt. 5.14) must locate their rule and authority internally to match that which they
expect others to see on the outside. The Abrahamic tradition demonstrates that the level
of integrity required for this call begins with full trust in and obedience to the Father.
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Leadership in the Mosaic Tradition
Rickie Moore points out the fact that significant amounts of scholarship have been
written on the topic of Moses and his leadership among the Israelites that only touches
the surface of or entirely ignores his Sitz im Leben (The Prophet as Mentor 156). Moore’s
research, largely influenced by the likes of Robert Wilson and Walter Brueggemann,
addresses the tendency modern interpreters of scripture have of depicting Moses and
other prophets as lone rangers. As Wilson writes, examined in isolation “the prophets
themselves emerge from recent scholarly research as lifeless individuals” (R. Wilson 2).
However, a deeper problem exists. To isolate the prophet from his social context,
regardless of his acceptance among the Israelite people, is to entirely discount God’s
chosen mode of communicating with His people. Observed with the social context in
mind, Moses can be considered, 1) a mediator of God’s treaty with the people of Israel
and 2) a prophet mentor of Israel’s elders.
While the Abrahamic Covenant is considered by some scholars to be the result of
“creative writing” on the part of early Priestly writers, the Sinai Covenant differs in that it
can be directly compared to other ANE treaties of the time (Mendenhall and Merion
1183–90). The Decalogue serves as the treaty’s stipulations and Moses as the role of
mediator (Brueggemann 568–600). Mendenhall and Merion write:
It is evident even at the literary level that the Priestly writer believed that the
status of the people was changed at Sinai: consequently, they can no longer be
viewed as being in “dire distress” but now rather in outright “rebellion.”
Therefore, the way in which Yahweh (or the narrator) deals with Israel has
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changed…He is now depicted taking punitive measures against those who have
violated their covenant obligations. (1185)
Moses’s twofold connection with Yahweh, as an intimate friend of Yahweh’s (Exod.
33.7–11) and as the designated mediator for the Israelites (Exod. 20.18–21; Brueggemann
571), serves the greater purpose of transitioning the Israelite people to be properly under
the Sinai Covenant. Moses represents them—often interceding on their behalf—while
also holding in tandem the law of God’s justice. Under the Torah, the Israelite people are
in a constant indictment for their rebellion, signified most strongly by their wandering in
the wilderness and God’s refusal to allow them in the promised land.
Another look at Mosaic leadership suggests that in addition to friend of God and
mediator of the law, he is also a prophet mentor to the eldership of Israel (Moore).
Enforcing visible, daily practice that links the community of Israel to Yahweh and
orients people to God’s sovereignty is the goal of Moses’s mentorship (Brueggemann
576). According to Rickie Moore, “Deuteronomy is presented as a grand, culminating,
divinely-inspired effort by Moses to disciple the new generation toward the promised
future of God’s covenant (1.5, 5.31, 31.19)” (160). With helpers, Moses learns that he is
able to share this heavy burden (Exod. 18; Num. 11.16–17), and his prophetic vocation
and direction, which is eventually be represented by and fulfilled in the person of Jesus
Christ, serves a great purpose for Christian leaders of today to observe. Many Christian
leaders today, too, are caught between holding to their obligations to the church while
also interceding for their people who seem to be in constant rebellion. Moses not only
modeled how to live in this tension himself but freely extended his leadership authority to
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younger generations of people, one of whom (Joshua) would be the leader to actually
take the Israelite people into the Promised Land.
Leadership in the Monarchy (1 & 2 Samuel) — God Over the Political Order
God’s blessing of Israel’s demand for a king reveals the sovereignty of God who
reigns even over the highest political orders. The monarchic saga of Israel—and its
ultimate failure—fills nearly the rest of the Old Testament literature from 1 and 2 Samuel
forward. Scripture itself is inconsistent in its judgment and favorability of the monarchy,
but a survey of Israel’s history is clear: for every modicum of good that existed in the
monarchy, there was a mountain of bad. Israel enters into this period full of hope, but the
whole thing collapses due to constant insurgence from their enemies and, ultimately,
exile. Having turned away from God, the Israelites are left diasporic and defeated,
awaiting their Messiah who would one day be raised to bring God’s people together
again. God’s leadership of the people (both directly and indirectly) revealed God’s
faithfulness to them, formerly, as Father (as displayed in the kinship narratives of
Abraham) and, now, as King of Kings.
Israel Blessed with a King
God’s blessing of the monarchy in Israel strikes as something of a surprise, given
God’s steady commitment to the theocracy of Moses and his successors. However, the
people want a king, and so—with stipulations—God grants them a king:
Then all the elders of Israel gathered together and came to Samuel at Ramah, and
said to him, “You are old and your sons do not follow in your ways; appoint for
us, then, a king to govern us, like other nations” … Then the Lord said to Samuel,
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“listen to their voice; only—you shall solemnly warn them, and show them the
ways of the king who shall reign over them.” (1 Sam. 8.4-5, 9, emphasis added)
There is nothing new to Israel’s request. They desired this before, but Yahweh was
always clear that He is to be their King. For example, they asked it of Gideon, but he
responded, “I will not rule over you…the LORD will rule over you” (Judg. 8.23). Having
been deeply influenced by their neighboring civilizations, the Israelites demanded it over
and over in their rebellion against God (Mason 91–97).
Brueggeman expands on their impetus for kingship through a political lens for, he
writes, their request was neither ideological nor theological. Instead, given the fact that
centralizing power and authority typically protects the elite, he understands it to be
threefold: 1) imitation of other nations, 2) response to military threats, and 3) protection
of the advantaged (Brueggeman 601). Despite these things, in God’s own sovereignty,
God blesses the people with a king, and His relationship with them deeply changes.
Scripture offers both favorable and unfavorable perspectives of the monarchy,
most strikingly offering both perspectives in the consecutive chapters of 1 Samuel 8 and
9. In chapter 8, God says that their request for a king is a direct rejection of God as king
(v. 7). Yet, in chapter 9, the monarchy appears to be God’s idea and of God’s work both
in the preparation and appointment of Saul who will save the people of Israel (v. 16;
Mason 98). Elsewhere in scripture, both views are presented, as well, but they are
ultimately evened out through the voice of the prophets who offer valuable voices of
accountability to the eventual corruption and distortion of monarchic rule. Either way, it
is an interesting consideration to wonder why the biblical authors allowed such conflicted
perspectives to exist in such close relation with one another throughout the Old
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Testament. To this point, Mason writes, “perhaps they were saying that the monarchy,
like any human institution, is ambivalent” (102). Corrupted, it creates pain and suffering
in ways God never intended for the people of Israel. Used in honorable ways, people are
given the chance to stand firmly in the world as people who honor their true King, both in
their individual and national identity.
Charismatic and Dynastic Leadership of Israel’s Monarchy
In 1 Samuel 2, Hannah—the mother of the prophet Samuel, who will appoint
Israel’s first king, Saul—sings a song that emphasizes the truth of God that challenges all
biblical leadership, but especially that of ancient Israel. She sings:
The Lord kills and brings to life;
he brings down to Sheol and raises up.
The Lord makes poor and makes rich;
he brings low, he also exalts. . . .
he will give strength to his king,
and exalt the power of his anointed. (1 Sam. 2.6, 10)
As is congruent with the biblical precedent to this point, Hannah’s song reminds her
hearers that God opposes the proud and exalts the humble. The relationship God has with
the Israelites is not mysterious in this regard; it points back to the imago dei and is
cemented through the institution of multiple covenants between God and ancient Israel.
Unlike other ANE societies, the king of Israel is in no way divine himself
(Mason; Wilson). The king of Israel is but a political leader called on to mediate the
delicate tension of Torah and monarchy (Brueggeman 611). As Hannah sings, it is the
Lord who will do what the Lord will do. And, however unfavorable it seems at times, not
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only does the Lord choose to bless the monarchy, God chooses its leaders. Scholars note
that the seismic shift becomes the switch from the choice of God’s relying on charismatic
leadership to dynastic leadership as the vehicle that will direct people to the will of God.
Charismatic leadership refers to, according to John McLaughlin, “individuals who
exercise a role for a set period of time, usually in response to a specific situation” because
they are uniquely called—usually directly by God—for a specific purpose at a specific
time (215; Mason 99). Moses, for example, is considered to be a foundational example of
a charismatic leader. The judges tend to fall into this category, and so do many of the
prophets later on (McLaughlin), but the importance is that their time is mediated and
temporal. In this system, which existed as God’s select option for leadership until the
monarchy, the people responded to Yahweh’s calling them to tasks.
Dynastic leadership, however, ties the transition of institutional power to a
specific lineage (i.e., ruling where the oldest son always succeeds to the throne); it is both
timeless and tied to a centralized form of governance. In 2 Samuel 7, King David—who,
even with his major flaws, represented the best of the monarchy—was established as the
foundational dynastic leader. As it is written in verse 12:
When your days are fulfilled and you lie down with your ancestors, I will raise up
your offspring after you, who shall come forth from your body, and I will
establish his kingdom. He shall build a house for my name, and I will establish
the throne of his kingdom forever.
Brueggeman responds strongly to the calling of this narrative, writing that this
declaration is sweeping assurance in which the conditional “if” of the Mosaic Torah
(Exod. 19.5–6) is overridden, and David is made a vehicle and carrier of Yahweh’s
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unqualified grace (605). Tony Cartledge, a renowned Old Testament scholar, agrees with
Brueggemann; it is, as Cartledge writes, the ideological and theological climax of the
books of Samuel, as well as of the entire Deuteronomistic History (Cartledge 445).
However great God’s blessing of David’s dynasty, it all quickly falls apart and
leads to great dismay for ancient Israel. What follows is the division of the kingdom
under David’s son, Solomon, and a long series of very bad decisions. Solomon fails to
follow through with almost all of the Torah limitations of royal authority in Deut. 17:1419 and rules with corrupt authority, as do many of his successors in both kingdoms. On
the basis of their ability to rid Israel of idolatry, choice to worship God alone, and
stewardship of the covenant connection to God, very few kings fair well. The southern
kingdom does better, but it does not abide by the standards of God’s authority. Israel
suffers for it. As mentioned, the whole thing ends in misery and exile, and Israel cycles in
and out of turning to and away from God, ultimately finding themselves in desperate
need of a Messiah.
Leadership of Jesus Christ (Luke 2) — God Over the Social Order
The incarnational leadership of Jesus Christ became the fulfillment of all God
intended as the mediator of covenantal authority extended through the Old Testament
(Matt. 5.17–20). Jesus is both the high priest (Heb. 8.1–13) and the temple itself (John
2:18-22). He is even greater than the temple (Matt. 12.3–6). Both mediation and the
mediator are wrapped up in perhaps Jesus’ greatest title: Messiah.
In his influential book, Jesus Driven Ministry, Ajith Fernando acknowledges the
great work of Christ that begins in identifying with the people he served (17). Only from
this position, voluntarily choosing to live among the people, was Christ able to offer
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himself as the Messiah who made room for others to live with God (John 3.16; 14.2). The
imago dei as the mind of Christ, the renewal of God’s covenant in Christ, and the
kingship of Christ all reorient the story of God’s connection with humankind to the
person of Jesus Christ. And Jesus opts to share that authority with others, beginning with
the marginalized and the “least” (Matt. 25.40).
The Imago Dei as the Mind of Christ
In his work, “The Imago Dei as the Mind of Jesus Christ,” Christopher Carter
makes the case that because Jesus is of two natures, the human and the divine, he too
inherits the blessing of the imago dei (752). Not only does he inherit it, but he
exemplifies its authority through his own leadership over the natural order. The power of
creation, defined by Standish as one’s ability to make something of the world (14), is
perfected in the person of Jesus Christ. If Crouch is right that “love transfigures power”
(Crouch 45), then it makes perfect sense that the transfiguration of Christ’s power
ultimately reflects the uncorrupted creative ability of God.
John Wesley, too, became fascinated with the theme of Christ’s relation to the
image of God. It was the topic of his first “university sermon” back in 1730 (Outler and
Heitzenrater 13) and would be worked out in detail over the course of his life. Compared
to Carter, who imagines the mind of Christ to be what fulfills that which is demanded of
humankind in the imago dei, Wesley provides a theological framework that distinguishes
the need for such work to take place. Specifically, Wesley expressed this in his doctrine
of Christian perfection, which represents one’s being completed in the love of God and
neighbor (Volume II.1-10). In taking Christ as one whose perfection fully expressed the
imago dei, the directive and creative mind of Christ called out to the proper ordering of
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creation. Jesus, who spoke calm over storms and exercised demons, became the
fulfillment of what was and is in God. The corrupted authorities of the world could not
tolerate him and would crucify him, only to learn of Christ’s power on Easter. Christian
leadership is Easter leadership, reflecting the creative mind of the incorruptible Jesus
Christ who brought Christian order wherever he went, even when taken to the grave.
The New Abraham and Moses
Scholars have gone to great lengths to connect the ministry of Jesus Christ to that
of Abraham and Moses. Among the many examples is the detailed work of The Cradle,
The Cross, and the Crown, in which the authorship, Köstenberger et al., writes that Jesus
is—among other titles—the new Abraham. He was “the founder of a new spiritual Israel
consisting of all people who choose to follow him, including both Jews and Gentiles”
(Köstenberger et al. 191). He’s also the new Moses, “the deliverer and instructor of God’s
people” (Köstenberger et al. 191). Other scholars have noticed this, too, even back to the
authorship of scripture itself. The book of Matthew, for example, known to be a gospel
for the Jews, is debated to have even revealed this connection with Moses through its
internal structure, reflecting that of the Torah (Johnson 168). Reading the text in this way
is helpful in that it shows Christ was able to reveal through traditional means his
messianic authority.
The gospel texts overall, however, go to great lengths to distinguish Christ as the
Messiah most important of all, not to be understood in the same way as other great
prophets and leaders of the past. As Johnson notes, “Jesus is no new Moses and delivers
no new law. He is God’s Son who through Torah shows the real intent of God’s word. He
is messianic interpreter” (177). The text of Transfiguration (Mark 9.2–8) and the
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apologetics of Paul speak exactly to the nature of Christ as distinct from that of Abraham
and Moses. Jesus is the Son of God, and he brings with him not more laws but a new
covenant, extending to all people through his death and resurrection the invitation to live
eternally with God. The leadership of Christ takes what was once intended for the Jewish
communities of Abraham and Moses and reinterprets it for a Kingdom community that
spans the nations.
Christ the King
Biblical kingship also connects with the person of Christ—the “Son of David,”
“King of the Jews,” or “King of Israel”—in both complex and subtle ways throughout the
gospels. The rhetoric of kingship is primarily attributed to Christ by his opposition in his
trial before Pilate (Leland Ryken et al. 478). Christ nearly claimed the mantle for himself
in Mark 14.62 in response to the high priest: “Jesus said, “I am;’ and ‘you will see the
Son of Man seated at the right hand of the Power,’ and ‘coming with the clouds of
heaven.’” This is the closest association that can be directly delineated from the more
traditional picture of kingship, but it is the shift to the word power that is significant. As
the text states, Christ rules with power (in the Greek, dynamis) that can calm storms
(“who is this? Even the wind and waves obey him!” Mark 4.39), can heal even those who
touch him unknowingly (“who touched my robe?” Mark 5.30), and can conquer even the
grave itself (Mark 16). Tim Keller, in his bestselling work Jesus the King, writes that
Jesus’s power was unmanageable and costly (59–62). Christ claims this authority and
extends it to those who call upon his name.
Jesus is the kingly leader of what kingdom? The Jews assumed they were the
kingdom of God. They thought he would come and restore the nation of Israel to its
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former international posture (Acts 1.6). However, Jesus made it abundantly clear that he
was here for the revelation of another kind of kingdom, the Kingdom of God. This was
not a political kingdom, but it did bear political implications for the Jewish community,
for whom their cultural and political identity was so closely tied to their religious
expression (Ryken et al. 479; Johnson 175). Paul called to order both the weak and strong
of Rome under a more nuanced picture of the kingdom of God that was more covenantoriented than law. In Romans 14.17, he wrote, “For the kingdom of God is not food and
drink but righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit.” The kingdom that Christ
came to reveal was the Kingdom of God, operating under God’s creative authority to
bring life eternal. This Kingdom is still at work today, slowly growing and taking root
throughout the earth it will restore (Acts 3.19–21) under the ultimate word of Jesus
Christ. The kingdom leadership of Christ is an ultimate act of restoration, turning the
groans of creation into praise before the Creator from whom it came into being in the first
place.
Leadership of the Church (Acts 2)—God Over the Religious Order
Until Christ comes in ultimate victory, the church—in all her battered glory—is
God’s last chosen vehicle of organizational, human-directed leadership. Introduced in the
framework of the early church of Acts 1–2, the Holy Spirit was present with God from
the beginning and urges the church onward today. God’s choice to bless the church with
the gift of the Holy Spirit is grace that reveals and makes accessible the leadership of
Christ for people of all nations and races.
There is much to learn for contemporary Christian leadership that holds to this
original sequence of events: first, before his ascension, Christ casts a vision of what he
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expects his disciples to do (Acts 1.8); second, in Pentecost, they receive the power of the
promised Holy Spirit (Acts 2.1–13); and, last, Peter acts with authority in delivering the
church’s first sermon, presenting the gospel and growing the church by the thousands
(Acts 2.14–42). The vision, power, and authority of Christ’s church reflect God’s call for
persons to be included in His holy and redemptive work even today.
A Vision of the Church (Acts 1.6–8)
The larger political arena that Christians were located in matters significantly in
the interpretation of the Christological rhetoric of the first century. For this Acts text,
David Tiede plainly writes, “The kingdom of God is always understood by Luke to be for
and through Israel … The ‘Christology’ of Acts is preoccupied with testifying to Jesus as
God's way of ruling, forgiving, and saving (restoring) Israel” (281). The apostles
according to Luke were distinctly aware of Christ’s narrative as one that draws on the
promises of the Old Testament. In Acts 3.21, Peter proclaims that Jesus “must remain in
heaven until the time of universal restoration that God announced long ago through his
holy prophets.” The ongoing movement of the church is anchored in its long-standing,
historical roots that take into account the whole scope of God’s revelation throughout
history. The leadership of the church, as shown in Acts, is a bridge covering the grounds
of resurrection to resurrection.
Some scholars see the purpose of Acts to be the locating of the institution of the
church in human history (Hubert Cancik), but others disagree. Mark Reasoner contends
with this theme head-on, even calling it secondary or incidental. Instead, he writes, “The
theme of Acts is not an institutional history, but it is that divine necessity plays out in the
lives of those who proclaim and encounter the word of Jesus” (Reasoner 659, emphasis
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added). Reliance on God in their commitment to proclamation and service for the
Kingdom of God became the apostles’ response to Christ’s call to action in 1.7–8
(Reasoner 659; F. F. Bruce 36). In Acts, vision preceded power, which comes to them
through Pentecost. As such, the political drama begins to fall away and Luke pivots
toward the renewed Kingdom of God that grows in the apostles’ midst.
The Power of the Church (Acts 2.1–13)
The story of Pentecost is in no short supply of divine intervention that is denoted
by signs and symbols. The language of verses 2–3 is descriptive and passionate,
resembling other important moments of scripture (Marshall 73). For example, the
references to “sounds like wind filled the house” and “tongues as of fire touched each
person” are filled with meaning, e.g., the stories of Ezekiel and John the Baptist).
Scholars also acknowledge the day of Pentecost as one already full of meaning in the
Jewish tradition. It was a one-day festival known in the New Testament as the “Feast of
Weeks,” where harvest was gathered, and special sacrifices were made (Marshall 73). It
also became a day for the Jewish people to celebrate a renewal of the covenant of Noah
and then with Moses.
If Christ’s call to the apostles in Acts 1.7–8 operates as a kind of GPS for the
early church, then Pentecost is its engine. Once the vision is cast, the torque of the Holy
Spirit kicks in, and, suddenly, after extended periods of waiting and confusion, the people
are moving. Paul eventually went on to write to the Corinthian church that “no one can
say ‘Jesus is Lord’ except by the Holy Spirit” (1 Cor. 12.3). The monumental shift by
which the early church came to understand its place in God’s redemptive action for the
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world cannot be overstated. If vision (Act 1.8) led to power (Acts 2.1-4), then power led
to authoritative action.
The Authority of the Church (Acts 2.14–42)
The traction gained by the Christian movement at the moment of Peter’s first
sermon was immense. Preaching in the example of Christ, the church grew by 3000. All
the elements were there for Peter’s address to be impactful: an acknowledgment of the
Old Testament authority, a telling of who Christ is and how to respond to his witness, an
emphasis on the Holy Spirit, and, last, a movement toward repentance and service to the
church. Bruce writes, “the new community is viewed, in fact, as the believing remnant of
the old Israel and the nucleus of the new” (72).
Contemporary Christian leadership exists in Peter’s wake, and the authority
granted to the early church in the presence of the Holy Spirit never left. Over the years,
from Augustine to Calvin to Luther to Wesley and many more in between, church leaders
gained influence and power by living into the spirit of the early church movement. As
Peter was, church leaders have been challenged to interpret Christ’s will for the people of
their time. The story of Methodism, which provides the basis for understanding the
challenges of the UMC, is but another example of the church learning to wield its power
in the context of a new age.
Methodism Confronting Change in America
John Wesley’s concept of the church is essentially that of seventeenth-century
Anglicanism (Snyder 34). It was also informed by his own experience of the world and
flavored by his willingness to mobilize societies around the felt needs of the people
around him. His leadership was contentious, and in just one lifetime the Methodist
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movement expanded broadly across the West. Facing routine criticism, Wesley clarified
his position on the subject of the church with regularity. Unaltered in his conviction of a
unified church and grounded in pragmatism, he wrote toward the end of his life, “First, I
will not separate from the Church; yet, Secondly, in cases of necessity I will vary from it,
(both of which I have constantly and openly avowed for upwards of 50 years)” (“The
Ministerial Office” 279). When questioned about his commitment to the institution, he
responded that his ultimate priority was obedience to the call of God: “we [Methodists]
will obey the rulers and governors of the Church, whenever we can consistently with our
duty to God, whenever we cannot, we will quietly obey God rather than men” (Minutes
35–36).
What followed was the growth of a movement committed to change as it
encountered new cultural challenges, and change it had to do, especially in America.
Wesley’s religious brand encountered difficulties in Georgia during Methodism’s second
rise (Heitzenrater 64–80; Hammond 108). Years later—in its full maturity—it came back
with new vigor. What follows is a review of literature detailing three important moments
when Methodism was forced to confront the necessity of change: first, the
democratization of the movement in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; second, the
consolidation that became the UMC; and third, early challenges specific to the SGC.
Impactful Challenges in Methodist Leadership on the American Frontier
Methodism grew up with America, developing and maturing as the young nation
did. In its early days, the Methodist church became its own institutional entity, at some
points dwarfing the membership of all other religious movements in America. Nathan
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Hatch—in his lament over how little scholarship there is surrounding the Methodist
movement in America—summarizes the data:
Between 1776 and 1850 the Methodists in America achieved a virtual miracle of
growth, rising from less than 3 percent of all church members in 1776 to more
than 34 percent by 1850, making them far and away the largest religious body in
the nation and the most extensive national institution other than the Federal
government … By the middle of the nineteenth century, Methodists boasted 4,000
itinerants, almost 8,000 local preachers, and over a million members…By 1850,
in a nation where only 25 to 30 percent of the people claimed any religious
affiliation, almost one in 15 Americans belonged to a Methodist church (1.5
million out of 23 million). (178–79)
For a movement that commanded so much religious, social, and political authority, it
receives relatively little attention from the academic community.
In its period of growth, the Methodists found themselves needing to address a
number of adaptive challenges of their day. For the purpose of this research, those
challenges can be associated with two categories: 1) the democratization of the
movement and 2) the confrontation of moral and ethical issues on the American frontier.
As America developed its own democratic system of government, so did Methodism in
its polity. This can be seen most notably in their time of Conferencing, their approach to
ordination, and their consideration of sacramental authority. Central to the development
of a new nation is its consideration of common morality and ethics. Methodists took a
front seat in leading the nation in many of these discussions, particularly with regard to
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racism, temperance, and women’s rights. The willingness of Methodists to lead through
these two categories of change is now considered in more detail.
Democratizing the Movement
Methodism in America, while holding onto the core of Wesley’s message,
cloaked itself in the American spirit and took on a new identity under the influence of the
likes of Francis Asbury, Thomas Coke, and others who remained in America after the
Revolutionary War. The ongoing process of change was messy, including multiple large
divisions that led to denominational splits. One thing that remains true today was made
clear early on: an Anglican model of centralized authority and governance would not
contend with the enthusiasm people had for American capitalism and democracy
(Wigger; Heitzenrater). The will and duty of the stateside citizenry were to protect
themselves from unilateral power, even at the cost of their lives. In the Methodist church,
the heart of the revolution stirred in the following three areas: changes made to the
conferencing process, considerations for ordination, and challenges to sacramental
practice.
Upon first glance of its polity, it could seem strange to consider Methodism to be
any sort of democratic movement at all. Wesley himself was known to be no supporter of
democracy, even though he cared deeply for the salvation of those in the new nation
across the Atlantic. Wesley believed “that the good order of King and Parliament were
certainly more protective of true liberty than the roaring of the ‘patriot mob’ following
John Wilkes” (Heitzenrater 285). The Methodist movement was Wesley’s, and—in its
inception—it reflected that train of thought. This was made even more true due to the fact
that the Revolutionary War gave rise to significant amounts of violence directed at
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Methodist preachers who were in service to an organization centralized in England. Many
preachers fled, but others chose to remain.
Most importantly, Francis Asbury chose to remain. He was the only pastor
appointed by Wesley left, and he was tasked to carry out Wesley’s will for the people of
America. Asbury, against the will of Wesley, “bore the indelible marks of American
liberty” upon the foundation of American Methodism when he gathered a group of
Methodist preachers to formally agree (i.e., vote) upon the structure of the church handed
to them by Wesley (325; Barbeau 58). There, the Methodist Episcopal Church (MEC)
was formed, and the will of the people was honored.
Wesley’s formal hierarchy, however, was still in place, and the democratic nature
of the MEC was for many not democratic enough. In 1854, Lyman Davis accounts for
this view in his image of Asbury, an “autocrat utterly blind to even the brightest noonday
vision of freedom and independence” (25). He lamented Asbury’s status as a de facto
bishop who refused to become an American citizen, regardless of Asbury’s leadership
over the growth of the movement that came to dwarf all other religious movements.
Davis’s scathing remarks of Asbury only account for half the story. John Wigger
contextualizes Asbury’s life and leadership in other terms. He writes, “Asbury acted as a
mediator between Wesley and common Americans” (Wigger 7). Asbury surveyed the
complexity of early Methodism’s situation, and he addressed the adaptive challenges of
his day through a series of concessions and compromises.
An example of how Asbury utilized the democratization of the movement as a
means of problem-solving is commonly regarded as the communion crisis. Wigger, in his
preeminent biography of Asbury, details this episode in its entirety (111–25). The
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northern and southern Methodists famously compromised when a strong disagreement
arose surrounding the practice of consecrating the elements of the Lord’s Supper. The
southern Methodists, under the influence of the Great Awakening and due to waning
respect for the figure of Wesley abroad, began ordaining pastors themselves and
administering the sacraments, a practice that was in direct violation of the Methodist
system.
It seemed unfathomable that a deal could be struck among these conditions,
especially one that ended with the southerners agreeing to halt serving communion for an
entire year, but Asbury and Watters were able to bring about peace among the
Methodists. The key was Asbury’s follow-up. He took two massive tours of Methodism
throughout Virginia and North Carolina, befriending the Methodists who were previously
staunch opponents, some of whom would become lifelong supporters of his (ibid).
Asbury’s willingness to be spread the authority of the movement far and wide,
encouraging laity and clergy alike to make the conscious choice to hold to Wesleyan
values, became the mortar of the early Methodist church.
Confronting the Adaptive Challenges of Slavery and Other Issues of Morality
“American Methodism in the nineteenth century evolved from Francis Asbury's
‘boiling hot religion’ to the Gothic-cathedral Methodism of William McKinley,” one
scholar writes (Hatch 176). Barbeau describes the shift as one toward a more committeedriven approach (Barbeau 63). Asbury, like Wesley, failed to formulate a good plan of
secession (ibid) and Methodism, on the whole, experienced a variety of challenges
throughout the nineteenth century, culminating in multiple important splits. Perhaps most
notably is the birth of the Methodist Episcopal Church South (MECS) and the African
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Methodist Church (AME), both of which were born due to the MEC’s complicated
relationship with slavery.
While Wesley was clear in his view of slavery , Methodists in America were less
certain, to put it mildly. Wesley, at 75 years old, passionately wrote:
O thou GOD of love, thou who art loving to every man, and whose mercy is over
all thy works: Thou who art the father of the spirits of all flesh, and who art rich
in mercy unto all: Thou who hast mingled of one blood, all the nations upon earth:
Have compassion upon these outcasts of men, who are trodden down as dung
upon the earth! Arise and help these that have no helper, whose blood is spilt
upon the ground like water … O burst thou all their chains in sunder; more
especially the chains of their sins: Thou, Saviour of all, make them free, that they
may be free indeed! (Thoughts Upon Slavery 56-57)
The Methodists ashore in America confronted the issue more delicately, if at all in some
places, especially in the south. In the minutes of the Christmas Conference that formed
the MEC, the issue of slavery was addressed directly, with the ultimate outcome being
one that forbade Methodists from owning slaves. It was only loosely enforced.
The compromise on slavery was, as Donald Matthews writes, one of general
conscience: “The story of the slavery controversies within the [MEC] is a story of
American morality” (283, emphasis added). In areas where slavery was considered
acceptable, the morality of Methodist preaching—absent of abolitionist language—was
centered heavily on one’s personal religious experience and actually complimented the
morality of the American south quite well. Honesty, charity, sobriety, prayerfulness, hard
work, and a devotion to fulfilling the demands imposed by one's station in society were
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already embedded into the southerners’ value system (Matthews 284). As a result of
being too soft on the issue of slavery, the AME church was formed, and a direct schism
occurred in the heart of the MEC. This split within Methodism was only reconciled a
century later, and, even still, the AME remains as a denomination today.
Other challenges to the Methodist movement also showed up in the form of
confronting the morality of America. If an evaluation of Methodism’s episode
surrounding the issue of slavery is considered a failure—resulting in multiple splits and
the start of denominational decline—its approach to temperance was quite different.
“More than any other denomination, [Methodists] have been identified with the powerful
impulse of temperance in American society, a wave cresting in the passage of Prohibition
in 1920” (Hatch 186). Starting with its own substitute of grape juice instead of wine,
Methodists, with the support of politicians and contemporary science, pushed for total
abstinence from alcohol. One staggering statistic is that consumption peaked at 7.1
gallons of absolute alcohol per person per year in 1810 and again in 1830. That number
dropped to just 1.8 gallons between 1830 and 1845 (Barbeau 77–78).
Preaching personal and social holiness is as old as Christianity itself, but
Methodists were particularly good at it, thanks to Wesley’s emphasis on entire
sanctification. One other issue that was touched in a positive way by the Methodist
movement was women’s suffrage. Likely influenced by his mother, Susanna, Wesley
began employing women preachers—eventually ordaining two—for the Methodist
societies well before the mission of Methodism in America ever really took off, though
he was skeptical of the idea for parts of his life (Heitzenrater 264; Hatch 183). Women,
such as Phoebe Palmer (theologian and preacher) and Francis Willard (preacher and
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pioneer women’s suffrage movement), continued knocking at the door of ordination,
demanding that it open (Barbeau 84, 88; Hatch 184). Eventually, it did in 1904, once
again turning on the doctrine of holiness.
Adaptive approaches to change, both driven by and imposed upon Methodists,
became a requirement for Methodism’s survival. The genius of Wesley’s organization
was its ability to live among and be governed by the local people while maintaining a
connection to the greater whole. The entire structure was held together by laity and clergy
alike in their dedication to holiness. Other challenges imposed by culture, such as war,
politics, and economics, were all ingested by Methodists and forced them to change. It
seems as though the leadership of Methodism requires a heart of at least two chambers,
one of which is an undying devotion to God and the other is a radical love of people.
These two commitments define the development of Methodism on the American frontier.
Impactful Challenges in the Formation of the United Methodist Church
Methodists have a tendency to romanticize the formation of the UMC, regarding
it as a symbol of unity amid a difficult time in the United State. UMNews reports, “Amid
a tumultuous year — just weeks after the assassination of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
— a new United Methodist Church was born” (United Methodist News Service). While
the formation of the UMC does signify a historic moment—representing one of the few
reconciliations of denominational splits—contextually, the merge was far from smooth.
Some of the issues at hand for Methodists in the 1960s and early 1970s are still present
within the UMC today.
The emergence of the UMC occurred in three steps, two big ones with an
important intermediary step in between. Firstly, in 1939 the Methodist Church (MC) was
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organized through the union of MEC, MEC South, and the Methodist Protestant Church
(MPC). The intermediary step worth acknowledging is the formation of the Central
Jurisdiction, a necessary requirement in the development of the MC. Lastly, the UMC
was formed as a merger of the MC and the Evangelical United Brethren (EUB)
denomination. Each of these steps represents a time when Methodist leadership in
America deeply needed to adapt to a myriad of administrative and political adjustments.
Emergence of the Methodist Church
Compared to its development in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
there is little scholarship on the development of the MC in the late-nineteenth to midtwentieth centuries. Contemporary Methodists are indebted to Barbeau’s work, especially
in this case. A lot happened in American history in these years, not the least of which is
three major wars, one civil and two international, but Methodist scholarship is
surprisingly scarce. One article from the Methodist History journal is especially helpful
but also very critical. The abstract of Russell Richey’s article commemorating the UMC
of its 40th-anniversary reads:

By 1884, the centennial of its founding as a church, Methodism had become a
horizontally and vertically integrated system. It could make decisions and
implement them. It was also a segregated system, a sexist system, and a racist
system. And the 1939 unification ratified its faults and undercut its strengths.
It is to 1884 and 1939, rather than to 1968, that United Methodists should look
for explanations of the inertias that led eventually to failures of evangelism
and mission, to local and connectional self-preoccupation, to leadership bent
inward on institutional maintenance. (1)
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Richey’s prolific bibliography in Methodist history shows in his scathing examination of
United Methodism in light of the unification of 1939. Comparing this literature to
Barbeau’s survey, however, does highlight two primary challenges the leadership of the
MC faced in their formation. Both are examined below: first, as Richey addresses,
federalized and professionalized structures; and, second, as Barbeau addresses, World
War I and II’s impetus to unify due to scarcity.
For Richey, there is no separating the struggles of the UMC’s decline from the
events of 1939, and there is no separating the events of 1939 in isolation from the events
of 1884, the centennial conference celebrating the MEC’s formation. 1884 gave the world
physical structures, bureaucratic organization for the mission, and maintenance
management, “a scheme that eventually confined activity and decision-making” (30). At
the peak of its resource-heavy, socially powerful position, Methodism was strongly
impacted by two massive events—both over racism—that forced significant change on
the part of the organization: the split of the MEC and MEC South (1844), and the Civil
War (1861-1865). The wartime effort required Methodist organizations to demonstrate
their ability to deploy chaplains across the United States and assist in other supportive
roles (Sweet; Richey 36), contributing to the development of a vertical, top-down
structuring of both the MEC and MECS.
The bureaucracy of 1884 was reinforced in 1939 when the MEC, MEC South, and
MPC unified, giving way for a move away from the spontaneity of Methodism and
toward its professionalism and fragmentation. Specifically, the following was
established: separation of powers and distinct legislative, executive, and judicial
agencies; prerogatives to jurisdictions and conferences; and construal of Methodist
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conference structures inclusive of clergy and laity with additional instruction (50). In an
attempt to make a more national church, connected in part by the additional layer of
jurisdictions, Methodists made the connection even more convoluted and reduced
obvious routes of accountability at the highest level. Not only this, but the MEC South
refused to join the effort of a united Methodism unless a jurisdiction was created
specifically for African American churches. The compromise (discussed further below)
of the Central Jurisdiction (CJ) symbolized a cut directly to the heart of the Methodist
movement that depended so strongly on African Americans and women.
Barbeau acknowledges another set of challenges posed by the world stage that
created an impetus for uniting ministries that perhaps would not have happened
otherwise—World War I and II. National wars have frequently impacted Methodism. The
Revolutionary War led to a distaste for the English (and Wesley), leading to an eventful
Christmas Conference that democratized the movement. The Civil War stands alongside
the separation of the north from the south, as well as a monumental moment that
centralized and federalized Methodists nationally. WWI and II so strained the resources
of America that unlikely unions emerged, leading directly to the Methodist events in
1939 (American Methodism 131–33). Scarcity gave way to compromise, which worked
better for some groups than others (namely, white men), but it proved true once again
Methodism’s reactive adaptability in times of national crisis.
An Intermediary Step (and a Big Problem): The Central Jurisdiction
If the literature on the consolidating merger of 1939 is scarce, the vast body of
scholarship—books, journal articles, dissertations—contributed to the topic of the Central
Jurisdiction is overwhelming. Through it all, one thing is clear: to the frustration of some
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and silence of many, the Methodist compromise of 1939 temporarily made way for the
Jim Crow church to thrive (Davis 16; Barbeau 99; Richey 55; American Methodism 1368;). Davis recounts a terrible story:
As the successful merger vote was announced at the end of the conference, and
the new church officially began, the delegates rose to sing a celebratory hymn of
Christian unity, “We’re Marching to Zion.” But in one corner of the segregated
auditorium, most of the eighty-seven black delegates remained seated in protest,
many weeping, even through the verse, “Let those refuse to sing, who never knew
our God.” (1–2)
Institutional racism was the cost of unification and the national organization of Methodist
churches across the country. It turned out to be a large cost, indeed. The jurisdiction, new
to the Methodist polity and developed as a primary driver for the episcopacy, divided the
national church into regions, except for one jurisdiction that sprawled out across America,
enveloping only black churches.
The Central Jurisdiction would go on, though, to begin its campaign to end its
life. Those within it—along with many others—insisted that their full inclusion within
the regional bodies was a necessary course of action. Richey, again, makes it clear why in
the definition of the jurisdiction itself. It existed, he wrote, “as a de jure denominational
policy of segregation, as a key polity structure, as a formalized practice of racial
discrimination, and as a highly visible organizational self-display by a church seeking to
exercise American public leadership” (American Methodism 137). The image spoiled the
reputation of the segregationist but strengthened the fellowship of black Americans who
were suddenly forced together across geographical borders and boundaries, even
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spanning over to Africa. Joey Butler reports that in 2004 a Central Jurisdiction reunion
was formed, in which several of the members present expressed openly the sense of
family that was formed in the segregated denomination (“50 Years On”). They mobilized
and strengthened their voice, eventually creating enough momentum to move for change.
The jurisdiction “spoke” for itself in 1962,through a publication titled The Central
Jurisdiction Speaks. In it, the following statement is made among many others:
We regard the Central Jurisdiction as both a fact and a symbol of racial
segregation in The Methodist Church … For us, an inclusive Methodist Church is
one whose life and practice are based on upon the great Christian affirmation of
unity … abolition of the Central Jurisdiction must be sought by The Methodist
Church. (7)
Two years later, in 1964—the same year the Civil Rights Act was passed—the General
Conference of the MC adopted a plan to end the Central Jurisdiction, a move that was
widely regarded to be a holy moment (Murray 165–99). Nothing happened without more
work, however, and certainly not in a vacuum. Successive amendments and changes to
the Discipline of the MC allowed for the gradual transformation of a desegregated
denomination. The issue of race, while not the only leadership challenge of the MC,
represents a 30-year development that Methodist leaders faced in transforming the
denomination of a new era into American history.
The United Methodist Church is Born
In 1968, after years of planning and consideration, the MC joined with the EUB to
create the UMC. Albert Outler, a renowned theologian and Methodist scholar, gave a
sermon at the Uniting Conference saying the following:
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Today we come together to celebrate a birthday. Our birthday. As the United
Methodist Church. The aura of every newborn thing is an aura of hope. And so, it
is with us today we stand here on a threshold. A new horizon looms ahead …
what will it take to turn this beginning into the reality of its promises and its hopes
… This is our birthday. A day of high hopes and new commitment. This is the day
that our Lord has made. Let us rejoice and be glad in it. (“The Rev. Albert
Outler’s Sermon”)
Something about the word “looms” is prophetically accurate. Later, he would say that it
was on that day that “the real work begins” (Barbeau 99). This is also prophetically
accurate. The formation of the UMC globalized the church—as represented by flags of 53
countries that adorned the gathering space—and united Methodists who had been
separate for centuries. It also cemented the formal closure of the Central Jurisdiction. But,
as it happens, these positive affirmations of the Christian church quickly spun new
challenges for Methodist leadership.
One primary challenge for the UMC had to do with questions of inclusion. Every
minority group demanded attention and provisionary language be inserted somewhere in
the newest brand of Methodism. Richey details the causes and caucuses of many of these
groups: African Americans, Asian Americans, Latino/Hispanics, Native Americans, and
other less racially divided, issue-based subgroups, such as new women’s movements,
elder care, abortion, and the question of homosexuality (154–75). Richey writes that the
merger of the EUB worked on a unite-now-settle-differences-later principle (164). Later
came and one thing was clear: the MEC’s Social Creed of 1908, developed primarily to
protect the rights of workers, was certainly no longer sufficient to address these many
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new concerns, and so a plan was made to formally develop the Book of Resolutions,
which contained the official stances of the UMC on a variety of issues (Book of
Discipline ¶ 509). This format continued and, in 2012, the resolutions were divided into
the following categories: (I) The Natural World, (II) The Nurturing Community, (II) The
Social Community, (IV) The Economic Community, (V) The Political Community, (VI)
The World Community, and (X) Other Resolutions (Book of Resolutions Kindle loc. 42).
A second major challenge connected to the first was the issue of the Vietnam
War. While the aforementioned caucuses could be considered more predictable, few
could have anticipated the type of crisis this international war would cause. Methodists
stood on every side of the issue, and the local clergy—not denominational leaders—were
put in a challenging position. A journal article published by a Presbyterian publication
speaks in its abstract of this difficult position that was shared across mainline protestants:
“Parish clergy functioned as the primary bottlenecks between the denominations and the
congregations, constricting the flow of educational information largely because of their
uncomfortable, precarious, middle position between liberal leadership and more
conservative laity” (Caught in the Middle). Members of Methodist churches served the
military and protested. It was the task of the clergy to find ways to mend the gap. As for
the UMC’s position on Vietnam, the Book of Resolutions would address a position of
peace in 1972, but these statements did little to create actual unity on the issues.
It is no question as to whether or not the UMC was born with issues to deal with
(there were plenty!), but those only grew more complicated over time as the complex
social scape of the United States and the world edged on. The strong difference of
opinions and spiritual conviction of Methodists around the world today contribute to a
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denomination that is also plagued by the bureaucracy of periods past. In many ways, it is
hard to imagine Wesley’s movement of coordinated societies as the backdrop of today’s
UMC. The storied history of the UMC’s denominational history is full of challenge and
grace. Now it is time to turn to one last defining piece important for the contextualizing
of contemporary challenges to leadership in the SGC: the development of the SGC itself.
Impactful Challenges in the Formation of the South Georgia Conference in the
UMC
A century before the 1968 merger, the MEC South determined the need to split
Georgia into two geographical reasons. A record of the North Georgia Conference (NGC)
reads:
In 1866 the Georgia Conference of the MECS was divided into the North and
South Georgia Conferences … The division put nearly two-thirds of the state in
the South Georgia Conference and approximately two-thirds of the members in
the North Georgia Conference (Record Group 025).
For all the record-keeping Methodists love to do, there appear to be major gaps in a few
of the obvious obstacles to the leadership of the day for the SGC. The bishops only leave
breadcrumbs in their Bishop’s Message portion of the annual conference journals, and the
reports are surprisingly absent recommendations regarding issues of race and
reconciliation. For example, Bishop John Owen Smith wrote in the 1968 journal, “It is
the fullness of the gospel that embraces all human concerns everywhere and all the time.
A renewed church does not major in maintaining the status quo and protecting the faith; it
releases redeeming power for a confused world. A New Church in a New World” (1968
SGC Journal 5). What is Bishop Smith referencing here? And why not make it explicit?
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He is referencing the new great challenge of the SGC, opening doors to African
Americans, because it was creating quite a stir.
The Spoken-of but (Mostly) Undocumented Challenge of Leading the SGC
The proposed merger of the MC and EUB in 1968 brought about questions of race
on two fronts: 1) being in fellowship with the EUB who demanded an integrated
denomination, and 2) merging the churches of the Georgia Conference (Central
Jurisdiction). According to the South Georgia Conference Commission on Archives and
History, neither of these tasks went down easy for the people of South Georgia. As for
the merger with the EUB, S. Walter Martin writes, “For those who preferred the status
quo in the Church, the merger was upsetting … Strangely enough, there were no EUB
churches within the boundaries of the [SGC], but this did not keep South Georgians from
being tremendously interested and concerned” (History of the SGC 84-5; Packard 9).
However, at the end of the day, there were no negative votes by the delegates on the
merger, and things were set into motion.
Next on the calendar was settling the issue of the merger of churches from the
Central Jurisdiction—of which there were many—into the SGC. Bishop John Owen
Smith approached the task with optimism and certainty. In his Message of the 1970
journal—a year that would prove unsatisfying on the issue of the merger—he wrote,
“This should be a good Annual Conference. ‘Everyone is criticizing and belittling our
times,’ said Emerson. ‘Yet I think, our times, like all times, are very good times. If only
we knew what to do with them’” (1970 SGC Journal 5). That year, like the one before it
(1969) and one that followed (1971), the SGC rejected the proposal to merge the Georgia
Conference churches into its fellowship by a vote of 354-313. A Mr. W. E. Bostwick
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raised the point on why to give a vote at all on a Point of Order, given that a vote on a
similar proposal was voted on and rejected the previous year. The Bishop ruled for a vote
to be in order, anyway (1970 SGC Journal 69). According to Martin, the proposals were
just too detailed and made the people of South Georgia uncomfortable. Finally, in 1972, a
simpler proposal was put forward that received the necessary votes to fully integrate the
SGC with the Central Jurisdiction churches that fell geographically within its boundaries
(History of the SGC 86-7; 1972 SGC Journal 47-8).
Other Challenges of the SGC, Historical and Contemporary
Rev. Dave Hanson, a retired historian of the SGC, wrote in a Historical Moments
portion of the SGC Directory:
The time was 1960-1980. Civil Rights. Hippies. Jesus Freaks. During this
tumultuous time, the Methodists of South Georgia unite behind a worthy idea—
youth ministry! … Our institutions expanded with multiple campuses of Magnolia
Manor, The Methodist Home, Epworth by the Sea’s expansion, and Wesley Glen
Ministries. (SGC Directory 12, 14)
Nearing the bicentennial of the Methodist movement in America, the leadership of the
SGC was challenged by a variety of issues that made their ways down to every church in
many ways, not the least of which is through their apportionments. Each of the items
listed above represented moments that the SGC was intending to expand its mission and
footprint within the state.
Through the years, other issues have come and gone, but—until recently with
homosexuality—none elicited the level of vigor that integration did. In another chapter of
The History of the SGC, Alvis A. Waite, Jr. explores these issues in detail. He addresses
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some of the following points of selection that “gave unity and strength to the conference
over the years:” church/Sunday school, stewardship, global health issues, developing
leadership, student and campus ministry, and several others (92-4). Conference centers
were built and changed, and other divisive social issues—such as the state lottery and war
efforts—became further contours in the ultimate shape of the SGC.
As for contemporary challenges facing the SGC at large, none loom ahead greater
than that of likely divisions over the topic of homosexuality. This topic and that of
changes from COVID, due to its contemporary status, will be explored more in the
research below. Its trajectory, while seemingly set on course to split Methodism once
again, is unknown. It is now the task of Methodist leaders to live into their history and
determine which footholds will hold and which will go, determining, yet again, an
important turn—or set of turns—in redirecting Methodism’s long route forward.
Navigating Change as Leaders of the South Georgia Conference
The task of contemporary leadership in the SGC is to consider the many factors
challenging the church today, which is more akin to the practice of triage than
organizational realignment. Not only are annual conferences contradicting each other in
practice and focused attention, but the effects of cultural divides are trickling down to
local communities, revealing even more differences that are split along demographic
lines. A trend that has been true to politics is now being displayed in the church, pitting
local Methodists against each other.
Within the SGC, the negative repercussions of division are immense, and so the
topics of adaption, reaction, and reduction of administrative necessities are at the
forefront of the conversation. First, a leadership resource being pushed by the cabinet of
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the SGC, Canoeing the Mountains by Tod Bolsinger, applies the principles of adaptive
leadership to the local church. Second, strategic licensed local pastor appointments are
being employed to make pastoring a local church more accessible for non-seminary
trained clergy (The Church in Review). Last, broad changes are being made to the
administrative structure of local churches and a shift in the process of transitioning
pastors is being adopted in an attempt to bridge the growing divide between pastor and
church. As they relate to the SGC’s willingness to adapt to change, each of these topics is
examined in more detail below.
Canoeing the Mountains
Bolsinger’s book quickly became a staple of leadership literature for churches that
are entering into new phases of ministry in an attempt to swap their old wineskins for
new ones (Luke 5.39). Aaron Perry of Wesley Seminary writes that it “might be
considered a pre-adventure consultation” for those in the process of exploring new
territories (90). Perry continues, “Christian leaders who brave the mountains ahead might
find that they have canoes instead of climbing gear, but [this book] provides journeying
practices, warnings, and a set of expectations for those who will embark on the journey”
(90). Bolsinger’s own assessment of the need for his work is in the title of the first
chapter, “Seminary Didn’t Prepare Me for This” (11). He suggests that contemporary
seminaries are tending to their historical traditions but are being negligent in their
responsibilities to equip pastors with the tools required to deal with current issues facing
the church.
The SGC under the direction of Bishop Bryan Lawson began using this book as a
matter of spiritual and strategic reflection in preparation for the many potential changes
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on the horizon. Bolsinger was invited to speak at a conference, and further listening
sessions with Conference leadership were conducted, using the contents of Bolsinger’s
book as an aid to the discussion. Because it has become such an important part of the
SGC’s way of thinking, a review of this work is conducted below.
The book has five parts, each of which closely parallels the five principles of
adaptive leadership. Part one serves as an encouragement to help church leaders begin the
process of looking forward, not backward, as they prepare themselves to deal with what
is next. Part two is about taking inventory of what works when things are going as
planned, realizing that those tools might not work anymore when things are not going
according to plan. Part three begins the process of coaching leaders through what it is like
to be off-the-map, suggesting new tools to employ when that becomes the case. Part four
recognizes resistance that will arise when things begin to change and when new
techniques are adopted. Lastly, part five defines how transformational leadership is to
look and suggests that leadership is a process that is ongoing; it does not simply end once
a church has arrived at a specific destination.
Part 1: Understanding Uncharted Territory
Bolsinger’s plea that the church encounter difference with optimism and
adventure holds true from beginning to end. As he says, “The world in front of you is
nothing like the world behind you … Leaders in a post-Christendom world must
courageously face the future” (14, 202). The ideas introduced in chapter one are
expanded across the rest of his book, beginning first with a self-introduction of sorts. His
own story is one of a pastor-turned-strategist who writes as an outflow of his own passion
and experience (16). The purpose of his book is made absolutely clear: he wants to help
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churches find their way through uncharted territories, much like Lewis and Clarke were
forced to do in their plan to reach the Pacific.
The rest of part one introduces Lewis and Clarke’s journey and the foundational
principles of adaptive leadership. The Lewis and Clarke motif is developed in snapshots
throughout the rest of the book, serving—somewhat anachronistically—as an attainable
and interesting model of adaptive leadership for churches to consider today. Importantly,
what is required of what Bolsinger calls transformational leadership is fully defined:
Leadership requires shared, corporate learning expressed in new shared,
corporate functioning. In order to act or function differently in a changing world,
all true leadership will require transformation. To that end, all true leadership
will be anchored in the principles of adaptive leadership. (40)
Adaptive challenges, different than technical challenges, create the necessity of new
paradigms of thinking and demand new attention given to preexisting problems.
Part 2: The On-The-Map Skill Set
No one is going to follow you off the map unless they can trust you on it (45).
This is Bolsinger’s mantra that carries on into the importance of two necessary skills of
leadership both on and off the map: technical competence and relational/organizational
congruence. Each of these contributes greatly to an organization’s ability to navigate
through uncharted territory. Technical competence requires an organization to become
aware of its shortcomings and to determine the place from which those pitfalls are
coming (52). An outgrowth of stewardship and a primary source of local credibility,
technical competence relies on contextual skills, a set of defined organizational values,
and consistent delivery. Organizational congruence, on the other hand, is about ensuring
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everything that an organization does is aligned with what is being asserted through its
technical orientation (67). It is about integrity, maturity, emotional health, and
spirituality, and it is revealed through authenticity. Together, relational congruence and
technical competence build a platform of trust.
Last is the realization that “leaders shape culture by default or by practice” (72).
An organization’s own adaptive capacity is determined by the norms and values carried
out by its people and encouraged by its leaders. Culture, as defined by Andy Crouch, is
“what we make of the world” (73). Thus, the recipe for transformational leadership to
take place is primarily wrapped up in cultural challenges, and the recipe for healthy
transformational leadership to take root is a culture that is anchored in love (Bolsinger
81).
Part 3: Leading Off the Map
When leading off the map with trust as your foundation, things get more
complicated and the need for intentionality in leadership is ever the more important.
There is no running on default mode when nothing is as it was; canoes do not work in
mountains. The new “geography of reality” must be navigated in different ways, and
adaptive capacity becomes the crucial leadership element in a changing world (87).
Adaptive capacity is characterized by being able to see systemic issues, calmly confront
the unknown, and lead with a process that involves learning as a key instrument of
success; it is expressed in asking questions (90). Therefore, the task of a leader is to
create differentiation between him or herself and the organization, asking good questions
about his or her role within it and its own genetic components.
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Answering questions becomes an iterative process of experimentation that
involves both success and (dangerously) failure. A leader’s role is about, as Heifetz and
Linsky suggest, “disappointing your own people at a rate they can absorb” (123). When
failure is not only allowed but embraced as an active part of the growth process, people
are given the grace to formulate new ideas and plans that could actually be sufficient to
meet the needs of a changing space. Confronting loss, being aware of the anxiety in the
room, and living comfortably with measured conflict all indicate an organization’s own
ability to be self-aware and prepared to adapt to changing circumstances.
Part 4: Relationships and Resistance
This fourth section deals with the paradox that leadership is only able to be
exercised with other people, who will in turn also become resistant to systemic change.
Bolsinger writes, “you can’t go alone, but you haven’t succeeded until you’ve survived
the sabotage” (151). The team of people that is necessary for a mission into the unknown
is composed of six types of people: allies, confidants, opponents, senior authorities,
casualties, and dissenters (158–64). Engaging these individuals in their own capacities
will be the key to success, even when they commit sabotage.
The keys to staying the course amid sabotage are differentiation, expectation,
personal maturity, and prioritization. Defined, a saboteur is not someone who is
intentionally resistant to a leader; in fact, on a personal level, the leader and the saboteur
could even be friends. Instead, a saboteur is someone more committed to living according
to the status quo than they are to the possibility of change (174–76). As the power shifts
and the organization is forced to live in discomfort, members of the organization can be
expected to act in what seems to be in the best interest of preserving stability within the
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institution. The counterbalance, however, can be managed by leaders willing to act
courageously, who are committed to staying on the missional course.
Part 5: Transformation
If, as Bolsinger suggests in part one, pastors have been trained to serve a world
that is disappearing, transformational leadership means that everything—and especially
the leader—will be different (187). For one, when a church does finally find itself in a
place where transformation is freely adopted in place of its preservative counter practices,
it will discover that the leaders themselves might be different (189). Voices of the
margins are encouraged, and previously known experts will become lifelong learners.
There are no individual experts who can truly identify what is to come for Christendom,
only communities of people committed to a common mission.
Revisiting a conversation that began earlier in the book, Bolsinger reapproaches
the question asked of him when speaking to a group of church leaders, “What must we do
to keep the church from dying?” His revised answer:
Focus on your own transformation together, not on your church dying.
Focus on the mountains ahead, not the rivers behind.
Focus on continually learning, not what you have already mastered. (215)
Relational congruence, technical competence, and adaptive capacity taken together create
the opportunity for transformational leadership to occur. For Bolsinger, this is what it
means to be continually formed in one’s leadership, as Jesus himself was. In other words,
one’s own pursuit of inward transformation will increase his or her ability to lead (217).
Healthy, off-the-map thinking that begins with individual questions will end in wholistic
transformation.
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Strategic Appointments of Licensed Local Pastors
The SGC is leveraging the value of licensed local pastors (LLPs) to address
important challenges within the conference. The United Methodist Book of Discipline
creates provisions for individuals to lead local churches even if they are not ordained,
giving them the status of a licensed local pastor (235–42). The LLP is licensed by the
bishop for the following tasks:
to perform all the duties of a pastor, including the sacraments of baptism and Holy
Communion as well as the service of marriage (where state laws allow), burial,
confirmation, and membership reception, within and while appointed to a
particular charge or extension ministry. (315–16)
LLPs can serve full-time, part-time, and as students enrolled in a theological institution,
so long as they are approved by the appropriate administrative committees. While LLPs
are only licensed to formally administer their pastoral gifts to a specific church context,
paths toward ordination are made available to these pastors, and they can receive the
benefits of ordained clergy.
The value of LLPs, as Gary Moody points out, stems from a shortage of ordained
clergy, which has “brought about the proliferation of persons choosing local-pastor
ministry in answer to the call of the church for affordable clergy for our small churches”
(The Church in Review 407). Annual conferences, including the SGC, are deploying
LLPs into situations that would otherwise be difficult for ordained clergy. This is due to a
variety of factors, but Moody points out three in particular: first, LLPs are typically
second or third career and have life experiences that connect with members of smaller
congregations; second, the lower salaries of LLPs present fewer risks and enables
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marginal communities to have a pastoral ministry; and third, LLPs are typically older,
which means their kids are, too, and they do not have the same worries as clergy
members with young children. For these reasons and more, LLPs are becoming a
valuable resource for annual conferences in general, but especially for those that are
retiring pastors at a quicker rate than they are ordaining them.
Onboarding and Simplified Accountability Structure
There are two practical sources of leadership in the SGC that are intended to assist
local churches through the change process. The first of these—called on boarding—is
adopted from corporate America as a way of transitioning smoothly and quickly from one
leader to another. In the case of the SGC, on boarding was implemented when receiving
Bishop Lawson Bryan, and it was lauded to be of much success. So, some local churches
are now using the same process when receiving new pastors. The second practical source
for leadership to occur is called the simplified accountability structure (also known as the
“one-board model”). It deals with the sluggishness of decision-making that occurs in the
typical administrative structure that is advised in the Book of Discipline. Though they are
dealing with different moments of the process of change in local churches, both on
boarding and the simplified accountability structure represent ways that the SGC is
intentionally dealing with the need of local UMCs to adapt to the challenges of the
contemporary church.
Developed in the North Georgia Annual Conference (NGC) by Claire Bowen, an
HR Specialist and member of a large UMC in the NGC, on boarding assists pastors and
local churches through the change process necessitated by the movement of UMC
pastors. Kara Witherow, the editor of the South Georgia Advocate, reports more
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specifically that, according to Bowen, “On boarding allows a staff, which a new senior
pastor is inheriting, to jump-start the pastor’s knowledge by about six to nine months, all
in one eight-hour period” (Conference Invests in Pastors). The SGC website claims the
following:
On boarding responds to two challenges:
● The first is - How do you learn about the new church quickly and sooner,
rather than stumbling upon some important information later?
● The second is - How do you create a bond with key volunteers, staff, and lay
leaders who need to advise you, support you, and have your back? After an on
boarding experience, they will celebrate you! (On Boarding)
As can be noticed by alternate spellings of the name itself (onboarding, on-boarding, and
on boarding), the concept is still young but has clearly been shown to bear fruit through
its popular adoption around various annual conferences.
The simplified accountability structure is established as an idea but varied in
implementation. The general idea, however, is designed to flatten the organizational
structure of leadership down to one, formal administrative committee, so as to decrease
the amount of time it takes to move ideas from the outside-in and to increase the
decision-making capacity of organizations from the inside-out (Ross 74; Kotan and
Bradford 13). Paragraph 247.2 of the Book of Discipline states the following that allows
for the modified leadership structure:
When the membership size, program scope, mission resources, or other
circumstances so require, the charge conference may, in consultation with and
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upon the approval of the district superintendent, modify the organizational plans,
provided that the provisions of ¶243 are observed.
According to Kotan and Bradford, any UMC slogging through meetings every week fits
within the qualifications stated above because “meetings are not ministry” (12). The
current structure, they claim, is “no longer an effective way to mobilize the people-power
and resources of the Church in our twenty-first century interconnected world in which the
church no longer is at the center of community life” (12).
Both the on boarding and simplified accountability structure require a church and
pastor to develop congruence in their stated desires and displayed behaviors around the
idea of a common mission and vision. For on boarding, it takes the form of creating a
safe space to develop a dialogue around the expectations of the church, its leadership, and
the incoming pastor. For the simplified accountability structure, a unified board or
council composed of active leaders takes ownership of the various aspects of the church.
These individuals create teams around single ideas or events (such as “youth group” or
“Annual Easter Egg Hunt”), sometimes in an ad hoc capacity, that can be disassembled as
easily as they are made. For both, experimentation, clear lines of communication, and
levity are important ingredients that allow for adaptable change to occur.
The Practice of Adaptive Leadership
Leadership is dangerous, fraught with the pending perils of potential disaster that
creep in and out from nearly every direction (Heifetz and Linsky, Leadership on the Line
13-20; Heifetz, Leadership Without Easy Answers 233). Sabotage can—and does—come
from within the leader and from within members of the organization itself, making the
task of simply staying alive and keeping in the game perhaps the most difficult job of a
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leader (Heifetz and Linsky, “Survival Guide for Leaders”). These figures of speech infer
the delicacy of movement and the intentionality of presence required for one to maintain
a healthy relationship with the organization in which they are entangled.
Adaptive leadership—primarily developed among leaders in the Harvard
Kennedy School—exists as a guide for leaders navigating the vast network of
complexities that make up organizational behavior. Ronald Heifetz, a trained
psychologist who began this work over thirty years ago, acknowledges that his first
assumption of this work, which he compares to medicine, is that most problems are
embedded in a complicated system of interrelated factors (Leadership Without Easy
Answers 2). Adaptive leadership literature frequently states that “leadership is an
improvisational art” (Heifetz and Linsky, “Survival Guide for Leaders” 66). Whether it is
one’s action, reaction, or inaction, the effect of any decision either challenges or
maintains the status quo of an organization’s existence. It is the role of the leader to move
with this in mind in order to create an atmosphere of congruence and alignment within an
organization’s stated mission/values, its daily practices on the ground level, and
everything in between.
Diagnose the System
In order to operate with the appropriate awareness of a system’s proclivity to
change, or, more likely, its resistance to it, the leader’s first role is to diagnose the system
itself. “Diagnosis comes before treatment” (Heifetz, Practice of Adaptive Leadership 47).
Another way of talking about this is called getting on the balcony, meaning to do
everything one can to gain the perspective of one watching the system’s movements from
an outside, all-encompassing vantage point. To do this, consider the problems of
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yesterday and how the organization’s adjustments to it are impacting its operation today,
and keep the following principles in mind:
1. Input and output are not linear.
2. Formal authority is insufficient.
3. Different factions each want different outcomes.
4. Previously highly successful protocols seem antiquated. (Heifetz, Practice
of Adaptive Leadership 52–53)
An organization’s behavior is as unique as the people who make it up, but often it is its
relationship to the system (or its sub-systems) that ultimately shapes its own actions
within it. These three systemic components powerfully shape personal behavior:
structures, culture, and defaults.
The first dimension to discover from the balcony is structural implications.
“Formal structures create the playing field and rules for all activities that take place in the
overarching system” (Heifetz, Practice of Adaptive Leadership 55). These include
organizational charts, reporting protocols, hiring practices, compensation practices, and
more. People will act in accordance with the formal structures that govern and guide their
environment.
The second dimension involves surfacing cultural norms and forces, which are
composed of folklore, rituals, group norms, and meeting protocols. These both embody
and inculcate images and ideas that are communicated and celebrated by those within the
system. It is worth noting that culture has historically been interpreted in a number of
ways. The anthropological perspective that represents Heifetz’s line of thought defines
culture to mean: “the total way of life of a group of people that is learned, adaptive,
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shared, and integrated” (Howell 36). Each of these characteristics of culture is present
within the standard of organizational life and serves as a reminder that individuals cannot
be an outlier. This is true even of outsiders—everyone is impacted by the human
dynamics of a shared space.
The third dimension exists in recognizing default interpretations and behaviors of
those within the system’s shared spaces. According to Heifetz, “defaults are the ways of
looking at situations that lead people to behave in ways that are comfortable and that
have generated desirable results in the past” (Practice of Adaptive Leadership 64).
Defaults that work in one setting at one point in time might not work elsewhere, and they
also might not work again in the same place at a different point in time. Defaults are
typically predictable, and they can be as hurtful as they can be helpful. Competitors tend
to use defaults to their advantage. Challenging defaults and norms can be risky. When
loss is threatened via change, the default response if not anticipated can be lifeendangering for the change agent. Proceed with caution.
Four Archetypes of an Adaptive Challenge and What to do About It
At the heart of adaptive leadership is the need to define an organizational
challenge as technical or adaptive. Technical challenges are those whose solution is a
matter of managing the resources, skills, and knowledge that are already at hand. This is
not to say that applying technical fixes is an easy task; oftentimes, an attempt at
addressing a technical issue will result in the discovery of an adaptive problem (Heifetz,
Practice of Adaptive Leadership 71). Adaptive problems are those for which there is no
technical solution and a need to acquire new knowledge is present. Such problems
include things like racial division, ethnic strife, the covid crisis, or the presence of war.
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Appeasing the numerous forces that are at work within these issues is a matter of
enormous complexity that requires learning in regard to the problem itself and its
potential solutions. The Practice of Adaptive Leadership, by Heifetz, categorizes adaptive
problems into four different archetypes, which are further explained below.
Diagnostic Considerations
At the core of it, adaptive challenges are challenging precisely because they force
people to change—or adapt—their ways (Heifetz, Practice of Adaptive Leadership 69).
The first step to distinguishing technical challenges from adaptive challenges is to utilize
diagnostic tools by examining situations that are already at hand. In theory, this can mean
discovering cycles of technical failure or an unhealthy dependence upon authority (i.e.,
“the experts”) that leads one to realize that an adaptive challenge is at hand. In practice, it
resembles something like a situation where a patient approaches a doctor with a medical
issue, but treatment is not immediately available. This would likely indicate an adaptive
problem in which new knowledge is needed to address the problem. Even more, it is
sometimes the case that the medical issue itself is also unclear, leading to an even greater
need for adaptive leadership to take place (Heifetz, Leadership Without Easy Answers
73–76).
In Leadership on the Line, Heifetz and Linsky’s most recent work on the process
of adaptive leadership, they observe four clues that can help one know whether or not
they are onto an adaptive challenge: first, if it is a matter of the heart; second, if technical
fixes are exhausted but the problem persists; third, if there is the persistence of conflict;
and, fourth, if the situation can best be summarized by the word, “crisis” (60–61). None
of these four clues are hard proof of an adaptive challenge, but all of them indicate that it
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is a possibility. One thing is for sure, problems are created and made more complicated
because of the human element. Adaptive leadership, however, acknowledges not only this
fact but also its inverse: because adaptive problems exist within a group of people, then
so do their solutions, and that is where the work must take place (Heifetz, Practice of
Adaptive Leadership 74).
Archetype 1: Gap Between Espoused Values and Actual Behaviors
The first archetype of an adaptive challenge is a matter of incongruence between
thought and behavior. It is a common organizational practice to define a value structure
according to its own mission statement and vision. This value structure is intended to act
as an all-encompassing set of beliefs and practices that are administered in every aspect
of the organization. However, it is not uncommon for mission drift to take place, which
leads to misalignment within a system and its subsystems. An adaptive problem will arise
when an organization’s actual practice no longer aligns with its espoused system of
values.
One way to address this is to begin tracking not only the work of those within an
organization but also track—possibly even in 30-minute increments—why individuals
have committed themselves to that kind of work. After the participant has done this for a
prolonged period of time, he or she could review the activities and the stated values of
workers and compare that to the larger value system that exists within the organization.
Engage them one-on-one around not only the gap that possibly exists in the review of that
work but also around how difficult it would be for them to instigate change in their area
or department (78–80).
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Archetype 2: Competing Commitments
Another archetype of an adaptive challenge is a matter of discovering who
benefits from an organization’s regular decision-making. For example, annual
conferences in the UMC are accountable to a number of constituencies that it must
consider at any point in time, such as local churches and congregations, its clergy, those
who make up its denominational agencies, and more. No organization is able to appeal to
everyone as sufficiently as each group would like to see, and so the competing
commitments to these different groups inevitably spark moments in which difficult
decisions must be made. The question will often be, “so who’s it going to be?”
One way to manage this is to work with leaders of the different groups involved
by first verbally naming the situation as it exists. List the competing commitments and
ask individuals to give an impression of how their commitments exist in line with the
others. By placing this conversation at the center—and not on who is or is not pulling
their weight—consider what can be done and in what order with the resources that
presently exist and with those that can later be acquired (80–82).
Archetype 3: Speaking the Unspeakable
The third archetype of an adaptive challenge largely involves what is left unsaid,
rather than what is said. When public discourse around an idea is suppressed because
giving it a voice would only lead to the rise of conflict, a much larger statement is being
made about something that is going on that likely needs to be addressed. Some topics that
“no one talks about” are made that much more difficult in the presence of a senior
executive or leader in the room, which can lead to the whole encounter feeling painfully
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awkward for those involved. This adaptive challenge is when the fear of speaking up
leads to silence on the whole.
A couple of things are suggested for managing these challenges. For one, it can be
tested how taboo a subject really is by sliding it naturally and neutrally into a
conversation with a boss or executive just to see what happens. Another thing that can be
done personally in a meeting is to make columns on a sheet of paper. In the first column,
write what was actually said by oneself in a meeting, and then, in the second column,
consider what was really being thought about when making contributions to the meeting.
Compare the two columns and consider why it is that what one thinks in a meeting is not
always verbalized (82–83).
Archetype 4: Work Avoidance
The last archetype of an adaptive problem exists because no one likes discomfort
and would often rather divert their attention or displace responsibility rather than address
an issue. Mobilizing adaptive work is hard work, and many would choose to avoid it
because it feels easier at the moment, even if it creates a bigger problem for the
organization down the road. Diverting attention to a technical fix, redefining problems to
make them make sense within one’s current expertise, and denying the problem exists
altogether are examples. Displacing responsibility on a scapegoat, marginalizing the
whistleblower, attacking the authority, and delegating adaptive work to those who cannot
do anything about it are also examples of this.
As these issues are complex, there are a number of things that can be done about
them. Mainly, acknowledge that work avoidance can be a problem and have team
members talk about moments that they have noticed or have taken part in it themselves.
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Blaming the clients’ constantly changing tastes, for example, externalizes the problem
and denies the existence of a problem that exists internally. Consider what mechanisms
are at play and have conversations as to why and when they do, then do the hard work to
address the issues at the root of it all (84–87).
Diagnose the Political Landscape
Defining a challenge as adaptive or technical is only as useful as the set of tools
one possesses in giving context to an issue at hand. This gives rise to the need for other
diagnostic strategies that are employed in the efforts of understanding the nature and
quality of connections people, or stakeholders, within an organization have with each
other (Heifetz and Linsky, Leadership on the Line 75). Stakeholders exist in every
organizational setting, and they carry with them a set of identifying qualities that
contribute to the overall political environment of their peers. The qualities of stakeholders
are as follows: their stake in the adaptive challenge, their desired outcomes in the
resolution of an issue, their level of engagement and care, and their degree of power and
influence (Heifetz, Practice of Adaptive Leadership 90). Adaptive leadership materials
provide two ways of diagnosing the political landscape: a big-picture, organizational
perspective (looking from the outside-in), and a more leadership-development
perspective (that moves from the inside-out).
As for how politics function within a system leaning toward potential adaptive
change, there are four keys to the process:
1) acknowledge the loyalties of people within the system,
2) uncover values and driving behavior,
3) name the losses at risk,
4) realize hidden alliances (93–100).
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In large part, adaptive leadership is all about finding ways to pay attention to the “song
beneath the words” to understand both human behaviors and why those behaviors persist.
Each of these four keys to the process is designed to help one unweave the large web of
connections that reinforce the activities of individuals within an organizational system.
Every person
1.
2.
3.
4.

has people counting on them,
acts based upon the values that the culture around them celebrates,
is put in potential danger of losing out when changes occur,
and lives in connection to other people that one might not see from a
passing glance.

If adaptive change is to take place, disruptions in any and all of these might take place.
These three categories of people are key to a leader’s political success: partners,
opposers, and the middle. They all play important roles in the life of an organization.
From the perspective of a leader, there are things one can do to gain political capital to
open up opportunities for potential change (Heifetz and Linsky, Leadership on the Line
75–100). First, leaders find partners; no person should attempt to lead solo, and
partnerships—however temporary—are necessary to build networks of support and gain
influence. Second, leaders keep the opposition close; pay close attention to those who
oppose the efforts of a leader, keeping in mind that no person exists in two dimensions.
People are complex and learning to read the signs of opposition can help a person learn
about their own self, including their own weaknesses to pay attention. Third, leaders pay
attention to the middle—the majority of people who live as neither partners nor opposers;
one’s success is typically earned by winning the support of the middle.
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Qualities of an Adaptive Organization
Lastly, it is worth considering what qualities exist in an organization that is
capable of navigating adaptive change. Unlike “adaptive capacity,” which is a theoretical
framework for considering how likely an organization is to be open to adaptive change,
adaptive qualities are practical and concrete. They move the process of adaptive
leadership from the diagnostic mode to practice. For the purpose of this research, the
adaptive qualities of an organization are divided into two categories: those of an adaptive
organization—more generally—and those of an adaptive church.
5 Key Characteristics of an Adaptive Organization
The following five key characteristics are likely to exist within an organization
that is prepared for the adaptive change to take place and is ready to move forward with
the process of change:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Elephants in the room are named
Responsibility for the organization’s future is shared
Independent judgment is expected
Leadership capacity is developed
Reflection and continuous learning are institutionalized (Heifetz, Practice of
Adaptive Leadership 101-106).

By asking questions like, “what are we missing?” or “whose voice isn’t being heard in
our meetings?” people are willing to give consideration to the hard truths that many
people would squirm at the hearing and prefer not to face. Responsibility for an
organization’s future should be democratically shared among stakeholders who are
willing to work themselves to build toward what is to come. Space is given for
individuals to grow and develop within their own positions, which builds their own
feelings of self-worth and makes them feel like valued members of the community. Last,
learning is always an expected part of institutional growth. When it becomes recognized
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that experts have left the building, there is room for experimentation, constructive failure,
the new implementation of innovative ideas, and fresh expression. These five qualities of
an adaptive organization will open the door for high growth potential in the future.
Qualities of an Adaptive Church
Kevin Ford’s book, Transforming Church, is one of few that adapts the strategic
design of adaptive leadership for church systems, which he does even more directly than
Bolsinger in Canoeing the Mountains (summarized above). In fact, Ford’s research is
cited as primary source material for Bolsinger and thus has a direct connection both to the
practice of adaptive leadership and to the SGC (through Bolsinger). Ford’s take is that
“without a clear understanding of the nature of change, the chances of growing a healthy
church are diminished. This book,” he goes on, “is about churches that have the courage
to embrace change and to confront adaptive issues head-on—what I call transformative
churches” (Transforming Church 19). What follows is a brief summary of Ford’s
research on transformative churches.
From consumerism to community (49–86) – based on 1 Corinthians 12.12 and
Acts 2.42, this is the first continuum, or “fork in the road” (54), that churches must
consider in how they intend to live as the church. Trends of consumerism are evidenced
by a deep pursuit of personally satisfying happiness, which result in moves toward
passivity, imitation, and “together loneliness” (59). However, the roots of the community
dig deeper than that of consumerism and God offers more than a product to people. God
offers them a relationship that is anchored in the process of creation, for “creativity and
community cannot be separated” (67). The move from consumerism to community shifts
the Christian perspective from self to others.
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From incongruence to code (87–126) – based on 1 Corinthians 12.4–7 and
Ephesians 2.10, transforming churches are congruent. They are connected to a formal
code that defines their identity and clarifies their purpose (89). According to Ford,
“Understanding the code of your church requires the soul of an artist more than the tools
of a scientist. It requires skillful listening to intuition” (92). A code is made up of both
conscious intentions to define and unleash itself through action and through symbolic
expressions, such as in myths, heroes, decor, etc. Transforming churches are congruent
both in idea and action.
From autocracy to shared leadership (127-162) – based on Ephesians 4.11–12
and Philippians 2.1–2, transformative churches understand that leadership is both a noun
and a verb that addresses the competing values that arise from changing circumstances.
Leadership as a verb occurs when people engage in the 3-D method: dialogue first, then
further discussion, and then decision making. By managing competing values in a healthy
way, churches will move toward healthy leadership structures that place accountability
and shared responsibility onto people and not just individual roles.
From cloister to missional (163–200) – based on Luke 9.1–2 and Matthew 28.18–
20, transformative churches believe that “life should lead somewhere” (163). The route is
paved with love. Love calls people to the mission and brings others in instead of pushing
them out. It begins with one and then leads outward from there, not just relationally but
also strategically. The steps from one place to the next are concrete and intentional,
beginning with a missional focus.
From inertia to renovation (201–234) – based on 2 Corinthians 5.17 and Isaiah
43.19, the last characteristic of a transformative church involves Newton’s first law of
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motion: an object will remain at rest and an object in motion will remain so until a
counteracting force is acted upon it. So it is with people; “people are willing to change,
but they do resist change” (203). Ford’s Sigmoid curve is broken into four parts of a
process: development, growth, maturity, and decline. Transformative churches in decline
are called to a place of development and renovation.
Research Design Literature
This was a pre-intervention study and employed multiple research instruments to
gather data on pastors’ experiences of implementing change in their church communities.
The instrumentation protocols represented a mix of inductive and deductive research
methodology, helping to ensure the quality of the study (Sensing 72–74). One-on-one
interviews and focus groups were used to gather anecdotal evidence of an individual’s
experiences within the local church. Document analysis was also employed as a means of
gathering hard data on the part of the cabinet.
It was also qualitative, which is best implemented when addressing the meaning
that individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem (Creswell and Poth 7).
The problem in this study was a question of change While there was internal bias on the
part of the researcher, who was a member of the SGC, the practice of adaptive leadership
as an interpretive framework informed his listening and helped hedge against base
assumptions. With a series of intentionally designed instrumentation, members of the
clergy of the SGC were given opportunities to relay their experiences of challenges
present through change initiatives. The presentation of research in subsequent chapters
includes their voices and major findings regarding the complex and varied experiences of
clergy across the SGC working in the face of challenges and change.
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Summary of Literature
The literature review examined a variety of sources that contributed to an
overarching image of Christian leadership through times of change. It eventually took
into view the possibility of adopting principles of adaptive leadership as a means of
assisting the church in its call to be a healthy and viable organization that speaks into the
issues of today. The research began by navigating explicitly Christian considerations of
God’s own approach to human-directed leadership over the course of time. Then it
looked to the UMC’s view of leadership in America, beginning with Methodism’s first
coming to the American shores and contextualizing its inception as an organization born
with both good intentions and internal conflict. The SGC was born with challenges and
still is working to address many of those same issues today. Last, the research examined
the diagnostic tools of adaptive leadership and looked at current research that applies
those tools to the church.
The biblical and theological foundations of this research are anchored in the larger
story of God at work in the world. God’s larger story of leadership can biblically be
divided into five large movements: God over the natural, interpersonal, political, social,
and religious orders. Leadership in the imago dei is not about redirection but
reorientation, learning what it means to be a person in a relationship with God.
Leadership in the community understands Moses and Abraham as individuals who
mediated between God and God’s beloved. Leadership in the monarchy considers how
God desires to work with and through human society. The leadership of Jesus shows how
Jesus reconciled all other attempts at understanding how God desires to express God’s
self among people and paved the way for the church to exist in its relationship with God.
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The leadership of the church is called to live in its vision, power, and authority that has
existed from its inception.
Methodists have been offering leadership to Americans since the beginning. They
helped to shape America and America helped shape them. Immediately, Methodists in
America encountered new issues on the American frontier, mainly that of their British
heritage and the need to address the problem of slavery. The emergence and eventual
convergence of multiple Methodist denominations formed the UMC, but issues of racism
and other considerations still existed and needed to be confronted. Howard Snyder,
Nathan Hatch, and Russell Richey each provided invaluable resources for this work. As
for the SGC, the various denominational documents were studied, such as their original
Book of Discipline from 1968.
Contemporary leadership of the SGC involves a combined practice of trying fresh
approaches to organizational growth and new attempts to preserve traditions of the
church’s past. Bishop Lawson Bryan pushed the book, Canoeing the Mountains, across
the conference with some success. This book was studied closely given its prominence in
the conference’s current leadership efforts. Also, strategic appointments of licensed local
pastors were examined as a means of dealing with the growing gap in the number of
clergy people being ordained compared to those retiring. Lastly, on boarding and the
simplified accountability structure were considered. The SGC put these systems in place
with the intention of developing healthy responses to necessary change within the life of
the conference and local churches.
Bringing things together and looking forward to the chapters that are to follow is
the section on the practice of adaptive leadership. Specifically, it looks not at the entire
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framework of adaptive leadership from beginning to end but instead at the diagnostic
approaches to organizational leadership. Ronald Heifetz and others provide a number of
resources helpful in differentiating technical problems from adaptive ones and in
conceiving cultural issues that might be preying on organizations from below the surface.
This section ends by looking at the qualities of an adaptive organization, and,
specifically, the healthy qualities of an adaptive church.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter describes the research methodology used for this project. What
follows is an explanation of the nature and purpose of the project, research questions
designed for the project, and a detailed look into where and how it was conducted. This
includes an overview of the ministry context along with a summary of the participants
represented. The chapter concludes by describing the instrumentation used to collect the
data, the data collection and documentation process, and the ways in which the data was
analyzed to help form a grounded theory to be presented in Chapter 5.
This chapter is a direct look at the theories, expertise, and practice employed by
the researcher for the purpose of authenticity and accountability. This study was a preintervention, qualitative project that employed a grounded theory lens that considered
closely the topic of adaptive leadership among pastors of the SGC. Each of these
categories represents a deep body of research and development that describes both the
nature of the work and the process of collecting and analyzing data, as is explained in
more detail below.
Nature and Purpose of the Project
The nature of this project was to collect data that will assist leaders in navigating
inevitable changes that are required of church systems. Adaptive leadership principles
assist in diagnosing an organizational system’s weaknesses and strengths and provide a
framework for addressing the issues that exist within it. One of the most important
distinctions one can make in doing this work is the difference between technical
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challenges and adaptive challenges. Treating adaptive challenges as though they are
technical leads to failure and demoralizing attempts to right an organization that is
moving in the wrong direction.
The purpose of the research was to determine what common challenges of clergy
in the South Georgia Conference are present in leading churches through adaptive
change. By doing so, more study and conversation surrounding this data could, later on,
be strategically developed for the purpose of supporting the leaders of local churches.
Research Questions
RQ #1. What changes have pastors of the SGC tried to bring about within their
local congregations that have come with challenges?
There were primarily two layers to this question: the first was regarding what
might be known in narrative literature as an inciting incident, loosely defined as an
instance that occurs and spurs either one reaction or a chain of reactions to occur. The
second layer considered the person of the pastor and his or her role as an agent of change.
As is common in qualitative research, anecdotal data was collected, and the basis of
several grounded theories was established through a series of one-on-one semi-structured
interviews that emphasized the specific types of changes that pastors attempted to
implement.
According to the interview protocol (Appendix A), Questions 1 and 2 were
designed to open the conversation more broadly on the topic of pastoring local churches.
Questions 3, 4, and 5 asked about a time the pastor attempted to create change in their
congregation that met resistance and considered what they perceived of the change itself.
Questions 6 and 7 gave the participants a chance to self-reflect on their role within the
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system, given their situation within it, and the preparation they received to deal with these
kinds of challenges.
RQ #2. What common adaptive challenges emerge as pastors attempt to lead their
churches through change?
While the interview participants were not trained in the practice of adaptive
leadership—and did not know fully the language of “adaptive change”—the data was
later analyzed by the researcher who looked for key terms that indicated the potential for
the challenges to be adaptive instead of technical. The one-on-one semi-structured
interviews of RQ1 were useful to assist with this. Importantly and distinctively, RQ2 also
utilized a focus group interview to consider which challenges to change the participant
considered to be common, as well as an additional instrument that focused on the cabinet
of the SGC.
According to the focus group interview protocol (Appendix C), the participants—
all pastors of local churches in the SGC—were told the purpose of the exercise and were
given the chance to opt out if they preferred. These questions differed only slightly from
those of the one-on-one protocol, namely in that they addressed the intended dataset more
directly. Questions 1 and 2 considered which changes posed by leaders and the resistance
they faced in doing so were most common. Question 3 was about finding commonalities
among the culprits of resistance. Question 4 encouraged the participants to consider how
change endeavors that meet resistance typically make them feel, and Question 5 asked
them directly about their leadership training.
RQ2 utilized an interview instrument that was geared toward pastors who
transitioned to the cabinet and were then responsible for the movement of pastors in the
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SGC. This protocol (Appendix B) focused on the cabinet’s perspective of change and
resistance that was common to the leadership of pastors and their churches at the time
(Questions 3, 4, 5, and 6). It also valued their experiences of being a part of this process
from a more executive level (Questions 1, 2, and 7).
RQ #3. How does the cabinet of the South Georgia Conference assess which
challenges an incoming pastor is likely to face in bringing about adaptive change
within a local congregation?
RQ3 emphasized two instruments: the semi-structured interviews designed for the
cabinet (see description above in RQ2) and document analysis. The document analysis of
pastor records, information recommended to district superintendents, and other diagnostic
tools employed from the cabinet level were examined. These documents contributed
more concrete data for determining what tools are employed by the cabinet to determine
what potential challenges an incoming pastor to the SGC might experience. Combined
together with conversations with members of the cabinet, the researcher was able to
synthesize some of the strategies employed by the cabinet to help diagnose and make
changes within the SGC.
Ministry Context
The SGC was an entity within the UMC that included nearly 600 churches and
represented over 100,000 members in the southern part of Georgia. Its division from the
North Georgia Conference dated back to the civil war, and it has been defined as serving
the more rural two-thirds of Georgia, which was reflected in the demographic makeup of
the churches that were within its boundaries. According to sgaumc.org, in 2021, only
10% of the churches in the SGC worshiped with an average attendance of 200 or more
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people. The number of churches and the size of the congregations were both steadily
decreasing.
Many of the churches in rural South Georgia were maintained and operated by a
small number of families and their long-time friends and neighbors. The frequency of
changing membership was reasonably low, especially for the small membership
churches. Firmly rooted in the Bible Belt, churches often served as the lifeblood for small
communities as one of only a few places where people were able to gather.
Politically and theologically, members and churches of the SGC could almost
universally be summarized as “conservative.” Outliers certainly existed, especially in
larger towns and cities, but the overall value system’s image of God was closely related
to their political identity, emphasizing pro-life, pro-family, pro-nationalist, pro-state’s
rights, and pro-traditionalist platforms. Impacted by the modern political environment of
America, church members were quick to engage in political and religious conversations.
Their image of one strongly impacted the other.
Lastly, this research was conducted during the covid pandemic, which changed
much for churches. Churches were forced to consider the internet as a means of
community in ways they had not done before. The gathering component of the church
was difficult, and otherwise normal traditional practices were suspended. Pastors were
forced to contend with the ongoing transformational nature of the pandemic. This created
an unusual but ripe time to study organizational behavior and change in church systems.
Participants
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This study considered how prepared pastors were to deal with the need for
adaptive change in their churches. Pastors, represented by men as well as women, of the
SGC participated in the study.
Criteria for Selection
This study used a qualitative, grounded theory approach to consider which
adaptive challenges were commonly faced by pastors leading their churches through
change. The purpose of having a qualitative study was to allow the experiences,
behaviors, and attitudes of those within the dataset to saturate the study. The desire of this
study was to identify key adaptive challenges that are most common to pastors facing
resistance to change.
There were three instruments used to gather data, but the criteria for selection in
the semi-structured interview and focus group for pastors were the same: participants
needed to be active members of the clergy in the SGC working directly in the local
church. For the semi-structured interviews with the cabinet, the criteria were defined to
only work with members serving on the SGC cabinet.
Description of Participants
Participants in the interviews were clergy members of the SGC under
appointment by Bishop Lawson in the appointment year June 2020 to June 2021. This
included licensed local pastors, extension ministers on the cabinet, and ordained elders
appointed to local congregations. The demographics of those interviewed ranged from
age 30 to 75, including both men and women. Most participants were white. Because the
SGC is made up almost entirely of small to medium-sized churches, pastors of these
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sized churches represent the lion’s share of those interviewed. Personal information was
gathered concerning age, gender, and the number of years served in the SGC.
The cabinet represented a similar sample group as that above, with the exception
that their experience and age range was more consolidated. Made up mostly of white men
aged 55-65, there were notable exceptions of two women. One of whom is African
American, and the other being in her 40s. Nonetheless, the cabinet—on the whole—was a
concise group of experienced pastors that represented the overall demographics of clergy
in the SGC.
Ethical Considerations
Because the study was qualitative, the instruments used were primarily those that
involve direct involvement with the participants on sensitive matters. It helped that the
researcher who conducted interviews was also ordained in the SGC; he was able to pick
up on the subtleties or nuances that hinted at matters that were unhelpful to the study. All
the interviews followed the following protocols and took into mind the same things:
● Informed consent—written consent was provided prior to all interviews on the
basis that only the researcher would have access to any material that directly
referred to the interview conversations. In addition, each interview began with
verbal consent to continue the interview after explaining that the nature of the
questions to be asked could bring up memories of church experiences that may be
hard for some to re-live. Each participant was given a chance to opt out at that
point.
● Privacy and confidentiality—to protect their confidentiality, no names were used
to identify participants in the interviews. They were assigned a code that was only
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available to the researcher, who was trained at Asbury Theological Seminary in
research methodologies and interview decorum. Every interview was recorded via
Zoom and transcribed using Rev.com, a trusted organization that has a
confidentiality clause.
● Pastoral sensitivity—Importantly, as mentioned above, a pastor conducted
interviews with other pastors from his same geographical area. This made him
sensitive to topics of potential harm or hurt native to that specific area. He was
careful to avoid any practices that caused hurt or were unethical according to his
formal and informal pastoral training.
The researcher shared findings of the project in various settings, including the
colloquium of Doctor of Ministry students on the campus of Asbury Theological
Seminary. All data identifiable to participants was kept confidential, such as names or the
churches they served.
Any hard copies of material used in the research were securely stored until the
completion and approval of the dissertation. After which, it was all discarded, shredded,
or erased from hard drives and online cloud services.
The researcher’s coach assigned to him by the Doctor of Ministry program, Dr.
Ken Nash, offered accountability and oversight of the entire process.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation consisted of a qualitative, pre-intervention methodological
approach. Three instruments were used: one-on-one semi-structured interviews with two
sets of questions, one for the pastors of local churches (RQ1, RQ2) and one for the
cabinet-level clergy (RQ1, RQ2, RQ3); a focus group interview (RQ1, RQ2); and
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document analysis (RQ3). An ongoing process of memoing, categorizing, and coding
transpired throughout the course of the research. These notes grew more concise and
developed as the research was saturated with more data.
The first data collection method, semi-structured interviews, was used for RQ1,
RQ2, and RQ3, as is common for qualitative grounded theory studies. There were two
sets of interview questions that followed a similar format that targeted two different
groups, pastors of local churches and pastors serving on the cabinet. The format was to
ask opening questions that were broader and encouraged the participants to feel
comfortable with the interview. The second set of questions was less broad and
encouraged the participants to speak more directly to the questions at the heart of this
study. Lastly, the participants were given a chance to share anything else that felt
pertinent to the conversation.
The second data collection method was similar to the first. A focus group
interview, for four to six participants, and was employed for RQ2. The format followed
was similar to that of the one-on-one interviews with one important exception:
participants were encouraged to consider their own experiences and their relevance to
that of other pastors’ experiences. Simply put in the form of a question, did the
participants believe their experience was unique to them or common among others? The
interviewer encouraged group discussion and participants to respond to one another when
possible.
The last data collection method—designed specifically for RQ3—was document
analysis. Different than the other two methods in practice but similar in focus, the
researcher asked members of the cabinet to supply documents regarding how they
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document the challenges pastors face in their appointments, as well as how they assess
pastors’ ability to navigate challenges in their churches. These documents included
reading lists, pastor profile templates, and appointment-making worksheets. This analysis
was key in shaping the narrative on how the cabinet works together to look for adaptive
challenges that might occur within the SGC.
Reliability & Validity of Project Design
The purpose of this study was to determine what common challenges of clergy in
the South Georgia Conference are present in leading churches through adaptive change.
The intention was to gather research that could be put to use in a greater work of renewal
and revitalization of the local church. The qualitative design was used to determine which
adaptive challenges are most commonly met by clergy of the SGC attempting change
strategies in their congregations. According to adaptive leadership scholarship,
identifying adaptive challenges is but the first part of a much larger process. Further
study could reflect upon these next steps, or the research process could be transposed to
other conferences to generate comparable data points.
The semi-structured interview protocols utilized a three-part format that is
common to grounded theory research. First, there was an identifying number assigned to
each individual question so that the researcher could easily go back and identify
responses to specific questions. Second, a purpose was given to each question, which
helped the researcher ensure all the aims of the interview were being met and likely with
which question. Lastly, the probes or questions themselves were written down. The
interviewer’s only contribution to the interview was to ask probing questions (scripted)
and clarify questions or comments (unscripted).
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The document review was conducted as a way of measuring the preparedness that
local pastors and district superintendents received in assessing the adaptive capacity of
local churches. Quick passes were made of all available documents that indicated the
language of adaptive leadership could be useful. Then a second, more detailed look was
given to the materials again for those that helped saturate the dataset. The researcher was
sure to code and document observations that were made throughout the entire process. As
information was gathered, a grounded theory began to form that would later be analyzed
in conjunction with the data already obtained from interviews.
The results of the study could likely be extended to other conferences throughout
the jurisdiction, and possibly even beyond, as all conferences and local churches in the
UMC are structured much the same. The instruments used are available to any researcher
looking to conduct the same study among a different pool of data. Pastors of local
churches in the SGC are generally open with their experiences of leadership, and other
researchers would likely be able to develop access to them without much difficulty. The
cabinet-level interviewees were a bit harder to find, primarily due to their busy schedules,
but most of them viewed this project to be a help to their conference and to the personal
development of the researcher and so they obliged. Even though this study evaluated
responses from the clergy of the SGC, the results were generalizable and could be used
for the development of church revitalization and renewal efforts in other parts of the
world.
Data Collection
Data collection occurred through the months of January through February of
2022, beginning with one-on-one interviews and then eventually adding in the focus
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group and document analysis. The interviews were done with the researcher at home, due
to the unusual circumstances of collecting data during the covid-19 pandemic where
people were encouraged to stay home as much as possible. Zoom provided sufficient
means of video conferencing both for individuals and for groups. Document analysis was
done both on-site and, when possible, at the researcher’s office through copies, photos,
and scans.
The purpose statement is about determining what adaptive challenges clergy face
most commonly when creating change in their churches, so the following order of data
collection seemed most logical to the researcher: question pastors about which changes
they tried to implement through one-on-one interviews; through focus groups and oneon-one interviews, begin categorizing common challenges members of the clergy
experience in creating these changes; then, last, through the prior conversations, new
conversations with members of the cabinet, and document analysis, discover what
strategies the cabinet uses to identify common challenges of the clergy in local churches.
Each of these is connected by its analysis of the clergy’s common experience in local
churches.
The project was a qualitative study that aimed at the adaptive challenges faced by
pastors of the SGC leading their churches through change. Qualitative studies primarily
focus on understanding the complexity of social and human problems by analyzing the
subject’s experience and view of the world. This was the reason for asking open-ended
questions that gave the interviewees plenty of opportunities to take the conversation in a
direction they wanted it to go, based on the questions that were asked. With that in a
mind, eventually, grounded theories, or major findings of what the common occurrences
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were, were developed as the dataset was saturated through the aforementioned research
instrumentation. As patterns developed in the coding process, it became increasingly
clear that enough data was collected to move on to the next phase of the project.
The project conducted was also pre-intervention, meaning that its goal was to
make a series of suggestions that could be acted upon in different ways later. For this
reason, no interventions, like clinics or workshops, were run. The primary driving point
of the data was anecdotal evidence gathered through various types of qualitative
instrumentation, primarily interviews. The researcher—through the design of the
interviews—guided individuals through a process of looking back into their experiences
for a greater purpose of looking forward through data analysis and the development of
major findings related to the dataset.
There were four distinct places that guided the researcher’s development of his
project: the DMin team at Asbury Theological Seminary, the researcher’s dissertation
coach, the book Qualitative Research (Sensing), and another book titled, Qualitative
Inquiry and Research Design (Creswell and Poth). The DMin team and coach were able
to provide a general framework and direction for the researcher to work within. Sensing’s
book applied common principles of qualitative research specifically to DMin work.
Creswell and Poth’s book provided more distinct descriptions of the practice of grounded
theory, with references to many other helpful volumes, as well. These four resources
were invaluable for the researcher and likely would be for any other person or team
looking to do a similar project.
Data Analysis
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The purpose of the study was to determine what common challenges of clergy in
the South Georgia Conference are present in leading churches through adaptive change.
This directing purpose gave way for multiple channels of data to be documented and
formulated. Data analysis formally followed the pattern of developing theoretical
evidence as laid out in the grounded theory approach. Anecdotal evidence gathered
through structured interviews and focus groups were transcribed by rev.com and
examined by the researcher.
Memos were kept as the researcher actively reflected upon the data generated
through instrumentation. This storehouse of work, or “audit trail” (Berks) of the
researcher’s process, increased the transparency of the researcher and his approach to
interpreting and analyzing the data. These were kept throughout the duration of the study.
Open, selective/axial, and theoretical coding was fully reliant on the data
collected by the researcher, provided through the three instruments. This process of
coding led to the development of a theory—presented in full in Chapter 5—that was
connected directly to the purpose statement. These codes were directly connected to “a
basic diagnostic framework” presented by Heifetz in The Practice of Adaptive
Leadership (74–87). The following questions helped the researcher discern which of the
participants’ challenges were technical from those which were adaptive, and notes were
made as much as possible about each:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mission/Purpose of the organization?
Challenge emerging from within the organization or from external conditions?
Adaptive and technical aspects of challenge?
Where is the pastor’s location within the challenging circumstance?
Relevant parties to the challenge?
Was conflict at the level of orienting values/mission or at the level of objectives,
strategy, and tasks?
7. Is the challenge growing from an internal organizational contradiction?
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8. What work avoidance mechanisms were operational in creating the challenge?
9. Where is the authority within the organization?
10. What is the song beneath the words?
For those that were adaptive, the following archetypes acted as larger categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gap between espoused values and behavior
Competing commitments
Speaking the unspeakable
Work avoidance
In the coding sequence, large data was broken down into smaller categories based

on the above data, and then the relationships of the varied pieces of data were closely
examined. Once these became seemingly aligned through inductive logic, hypotheses
were tried and tested based on the data until patterns emerged and occurrences were
common. Transcripts were especially valuable for this textual analysis as they were
repeatedly searched for similar terminology and themes.
Grounded theory was the process through which the project was conducted, but
adaptive leadership was the lens through which theories were developed and data was
analyzed. These two together—one, a research theory, and the other a leadership
theory—contributed directly to the results of the study, presented in Chapter 5. Their
process, scope, language, and intent in both practice and purpose enabled the researcher
to concretely make decisions about the dataset and helped protect the researcher (who
was working independently) from many of the pitfalls of subjectivism or researcher bias.
Not only that, but they also provided theoretical frameworks that strengthened the work
of the researcher and helped offer the means through which concise observations were
able to be documented and, later on, presented in finality.
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CHAPTER 4
EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
The 21st century UMC faces a variety of unprecedented circumstances, and the
need for clergy to detect and predict the challenges of their current context is all the more
important. Adaptive leadership provides a framework through which the behaviors of
pastors and congregations can be observed for the purpose of developing healthy and
effective leadership habits. In addition, the SGC already employs strategies of this ethos
through their use of Tod Bolsinger’s two recent publications (Tod also happens to be a
disciple of Linksy and Heifetz. Utilizing the lens of adaptive leadership, the purpose of
this research was to determine what common challenges of clergy in the South Georgia
Conference are present in leading churches through adaptive change.
This chapter presents a detailed analysis of the qualitative data gathered in the
development of a set of grounded theories, which are presented as major findings in
Chapter 5. What follows below is a broad description of the participants in this study, as
well as a close examination of each research question and the instrumentation utilized to
gather data pertaining to that particular question. Four instruments were used in the
research: one-on-one semi-structured interviews with local pastors (SIp); one-on-one
semi-structured interviews with the cabinet of the SGC (SIc); a focus group; and
document analysis (DA). RQ1 and RQ2 were informed exclusively by the various
interviews conducted among pastors of local churches and the SGC cabinet. In addition
to the cabinet interviews, RQ3 was also informed through document analysis. The
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chapter concludes with a summary of the major findings that repeatedly rose to the
surface as each instrument’s results reached the point of full saturation.
This was a qualitative, preintervention study that drew inference on criteria and
definitions from the dataset available. Participants were encouraged to define words, such
as “change,” in ways that made the most sense to them. It was marked as an indication of
saturation when the range of responses within the interviews became consistently limited
and recurring. While the findings of this study were notable in their own right, precedent
now sets up the opportunity for more work to be done in the direction of intervention.
Participants
Spread across three research instruments, twenty-nine interviews were conducted
among the clergy of the SGC. The full breakdown can be seen in the below figures:
Figure 4.1
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Two of the research instruments, the semi-structured interview designed for
pastors and the focus group, were implemented among clergy still serving within local
churches. These interviews represent 24 of the 29 that were done. While others were
invited to participate in this portion of the research, only one female and one black male
were interviewed, limiting the range of racial and gender diversity included in the study.
The rest were white males. The sample did, however, reflect similarly the demographic of
clergy in the SGC at the time.
A third research instrument was also employed in interviews with the cabinet. The
participant pool reflects closely that of the other two. Because there were only five of
these—and because these five are formally considered to be pastors of the same status as
those serving within local churches—their data is represented in the totals illustrated
above. For privacy purposes, the researcher chose not to distinguish their data in the
demographics shown above.
Diversity among age groups and years of service were spread fairly evenly across
the board. No pastors with fewer than 10 years of ministry experience were interviewed.
This is due in part to the fact that the UMC’s ordination process can take nearly a decade
to complete, and pastors are required to start working within churches for at least a
number of years before completing it. It is worth noting that the interview pool represents
at least 610 years of ministry experience in the SGC. The real number is likely over 800,
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but the clergy’s ministry experience was recorded by the researcher within categorical
ranges (e.g., 10-19 years) instead of with specific integers.
Research Question #1:
What changes have pastors of the SGC tried to bring about within their local
congregations that have come with challenges?
RQ1 emphasizes changes, pastors, and the challenges pastors face when changes
take place. Toward that end, all three interview instruments were utilized. The SIp
generated data that reflected personal stories and encounters pastors experienced over
their years of ministry. The FG interview dealt with the topic head-on, as the interviewer
asked a series of questions that promoted thought for more generalized expectations and
responses to be engaged among the interviewees. Lastly, the SIc detailed how members
of the cabinet tend to manage the friction within SGC’s system of relating pastors with
their congregations and how they—as their overseers—fall within it. Data collected
through these instruments will now be examined in full.
Summary of SIp Findings Related to RQ1
The SIp proved to be a large but rewarding task, interviewing 23 pastors for an
average of 30 minutes each. The interview protocol can be found in Appendix A. As is
common when establishing a grounded theory, the researcher developed a coding system
(Appendix E) and made note of the many changes pastors discussed having taken part in,
primarily as a response to Questions 2 and 3. Question 2 asked about changes pastors
were proud of having been a part of, usually because it represented some level of success.
Question 3 represented a change they were a part of that came with challenges. Table 4.1
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shows the participants’ responses as summarized in bullet point brevity by the researcher
and was used extensively by the researcher to get an overall look at the uncovered data.
Table 4.1

A. Changes pastors were proud of
having been a part of:

B. Changes that brought about
challenges:

● Fostered leadership among church
members
● Revitalization of the church,
attributed to casting vision
● Built building
● Developed parish nursing program
● Creating new worship service
● Put screens in the sanctuary
● 1 on 1 counseling Moved person
out of a position of power
Instituted home communion
● Cast vision that led to tremendous
growth; increased number of
worship services
● Built building, stabilized church
● Moved finance committee off of
money Worship changes "Covid
stuff"
● Updating website and technology
● Implemented safe sanctuaries
● Implemented mission Sundays
● Involved lay in serving
communion
● Grew church (massively) in nearly
every way
● Started non-traditional service
Revitalized old church w/ new,
inclusive expression of ministry
● Challenged theology of a church,
Started food assistant ministry
● Let go of staff, right-sized ministry
programming and budget
● Invested in young kids who grew
in faith
● Developed family ministry small
group programming

● Tried to invite in Boys & Girls
Club
● Asked to resign, then reinvited to
apply
● Confrontation with parent of youth
● Attempted to change Sunday
evening worship
● Divorce care ministry that was run
off
● Changed campus ministry style to
dinner church-style gatherings
● Attempted to create multi-racial
church gathering
● Made changes to technology, only
to deal with a felt-gap when he
was leaving
● Church disaffiliating
● Started 2nd service in a growing
church; lost homie feel
● Pews vs chairs in new building
● Invited black church to revival
● Trying to get raises for staff
● Pastor as a facilitator, shut out
when attempting to be
authoritative
● Youth leader refused to abide by
safe sanctuaries
● Closed preschool, personally
lambasted by former director
● Attempted to create a communityoutreach committee, problems
with racism
● Fired the unhealthy director of
music who had a big following
● Confronted the problem of racism
in Bible study
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● Moved to the contemporary style
of worship
● Hired staff who grew
contemporary service to become
vibrant and healthy
● Provided leadership through vision
casting. "Gave people custody of
their own church"

● Fired staff members who were
formally members of the church
● Chair of trustees refusing merger,
despite the will of the pastor and
most people
● Bloated administrative system,
attempting to reduce its size
● Managing financial mess. Over
budget
● Tried to give guidance to the band
● Struggling to increase lay
involvement
● Enough money to compensate for
lack of lay involvement
● Tried to have a family festival, low
participation due to apathy
● Chair of admin council sending
drunk emails late at night

The responses to these questions were long and detailed, and the researcher
observed a number of emotions when conversing with the interviewees. There were many
moments of laughter—which presented itself to be indicative of moments of joy at times,
but also as a coping mechanism to mask negative feelings, such as sorrow or shame, at
other times. There were also many moments of brutal honesty and self-reflection as
participants told their stories. Here are some quotes that represent the tone of these
conversations:
❖ There seems to be less of a desire for the pastor to be that intimately involved in
the life of the family … the mentality has changed to the pastors to be the CEO
rather than, you know, that that pastor who kind of walks alongside the people.
(1-on-1 Interviews\audio1420169770: 8)
❖ Churches are more receptive to overcompensating a senior pastor than they are to
fairly compensating staff people. (1-on-1 Interviews\audio1601303902: 19)
❖ I've since discovered that there has been a savior of the world and it's not me.
<Laugh> I knew that then too, but that, that's helped. I got some good help in
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counseling for that.
A second figure (4.2) shows a breakdown of the kinds of changes that were
described among all the interview participants, as assigned and coded by the researcher.
Heifetz and Linsky provide a framework for diagnosing organizational behaviors and
systems, and the data points corresponding to the interview questions were developed
with the diagnostic work of adaptive leadership in mind. The researcher used the data
points to help differentiate the complexity of challenges he was hearing from pastors.
Some of their challenges were strictly technical. Some were singularly adaptive. Some
contained a complex interweaving of the two. This figure shows where these challenges
were brought up within their conversations over time, compared with one another:
Figure 4.4

As noted in the legend of the document, the dark blue represents moments of change
defined as technical in nature and congruent with the need being described. This means
that there was a match in the need of the congregation that arose and the pastor’s
response. Stated simply, there was a technical need and a technical solution was applied.
The light blue represents moments when the need being described by the pastor was more
complex and adaptive diagnostics were likely needed, but an incongruent technical fix
was applied. Such instances typically result in deepened conflict. The green represents
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moments in which the situation described by the participant was adaptive in nature. These
situations are usually cultural and require more than technical resourcing to address.
The researcher coded 32 moments of interactions around technical challenges and
82 moments of interactions around adaptive challenges. The participants were aware that
the topic of research is adaptive leadership, so it is possible that they felt it was more
worth their time to talk about complex challenges over the simpler, technical ones. Either
way, it is clear from the data that adaptive challenges take up a significant amount of
pastors’ time, attention, and resources.
Summary of FG Findings Related to RQ1
The following document portrait indicates the number of words that pastors in the
FG chose to respond to the FG protocol, sorted from the most to the least:
Figure 4.5
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This snapshot shows the pastors chose to spend most of their time talking about common
forms of resistance presented when pastors attempt to create change within their
congregations. A similar amount of time was devoted to the changes presented by pastors
and how it feels to encounter resistance. They had the least to say about their preparation
to encounter resistance. Some of this will be revisited in RQ2 and RQ3, but when asked
in Question 1, the participants said the following:
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❖ I would say that changes to the order of worship are most common. It's a
common change that pastors kind of instigate and especially in the
beginning tenure of the church, mainly because it's easy.
❖ There's this expectation for growth when you come in and you're new, no
matter where you go … right along those same lines is Sunday school and
small groups. Sunday school's not working the way it once did in a lot of
churches. The churches that seem to be doing the best, don't do Sunday
school anymore. They do small groups. So even if we keep Sunday
schools, we gotta call 'em something different now, you know? And so, I
think that's one of them, too, that’s been very common. Changing up
however your programming is set up, you know, Sunday school with
Bible studies, family groups, community groups, whatever it is.
(audio1006221880, Pos. 10)
Most of their responses were on the topic of worship since, as one pastor said,
“it’s the easiest thing to change.” The stated desire to make these changes was not just
because pastors can lean into their formal authority to make the decisions more
unilaterally, however. The greater desire was for worship to be more engaging and more
inclusive of more people. Expressing frustration, one of the participants asked, “What
even is our identity as a church? A country club? Are we here for hospice care? Are we
here to break down the four walls of the church and get out into the community? What's
the ultimate goal?” (audio1006221880, Pos. 24) The other pastors lamented the questions
together.
Summary of SIc Findings Related to RQ1
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One thing that stood out among the members of the cabinet was their response to
question 3 of the SIc protocol. The researcher was clear to stick to the script in asking this
question, “What percentage of your pastors would you suggest are attempting to create
‘real change’ within their churches?” They responded with the following responses:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Participant 1: 25-35%
Participant 2: 20%
Participant 3: 50%
Participant 4: 80%
Participant 5: 75%
Participant 6: 50%

The average of the six responses is 55%. The cabinet did qualify their answers,
making statements such as:
I think it is little. I wanted to say 50%, but I'm gonna say 25 to 35% of pastors are
really thinking because a lot of clergy are really, you know, they're good
preachers and pastors, which we all need, but this third element of leading doesn't
come naturally to a lot of them. Or, that's not their skill set, and they haven't
worked on it. (audio1613720226, Pos. 35)
A member of the cabinet who cited one of the higher numbers made the comment that
they had been “pleasantly surprised” at this. Several members commented that they had a
percentage of churches, as small as 10% or as big as 25%, who were deeply committed to
“not changing” at all. These conversations will be revisited in the following research
questions, but one last notable comment on this topic reflected the sentiment of members
of the cabinet watching their pastors interact with their congregations:
Congregationally speaking, or church-wise, I think that number [attempting to
change] is probably, you know, you might have two-thirds that would say they
wanna do that. But I think you have probably closer to half that are actually
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willing to do that when they find out what it means. And so, that's the struggle,
you know. You have pastors who are trying to make those changes and churches
that don't want to be led through them. (audio1541158417, Pos. 11)
Congregations and pastors alike misjudge the challenge of change and find themselves
trying to manage their way through the space that is created between expectations and
reality.
Every member of the cabinet commented on COVID and its new challenges being
presented to congregations and their leadership. COVID has created new obstacles and
barriers including reduced worship attendance, increased need for technological skills
among pastors, and a renewed need for pastors and congregations to have the ability to be
flexible. Between these new challenges and those presented by the denominational
conflicts, many churches within the SGC are suffering. This left at least one member of
the cabinet to feel as though they were “standing on the lawn while watching a house
that’s on fire. Some of those who are inside don’t even know, and I’m out here like,
‘Hey! Your house is on fire!’ But they can’t hear me.” The researcher observed that the
general feeling among members of the cabinet when discussing deep challenges present
within the SGC was one of hopelessness, and COVID only exacerbated an already
difficult time for pastors in the SGC.
Research Question #2
What common adaptive challenges emerge as pastors attempt to lead their
churches through change?
In conducting the interviews and document analysis, the researcher was acutely
conscious of the data’s saturation point. Recurring themes of resistance, challenge, and
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response represented a strong indicator that RQ2 was being resolved satisfactorily. RQ2
engages the questions of adaptive challenges that arise when pastors attempt to lead their
congregations through change. This involves the pastors, their churches, and the
relationship between the two, including points of instantiation and friction (the
beginning), continued pestilence and resistance (the middle), and long-term impacts of
the situation on the pastor and the congregation (the long tail).
Like in RQ1, the primary instruments that drew up significant data for this were
the SIp, FG, and the SIc. The SIp involved detailed and impassioned responses to the
complications of working through change within a church setting, as well as a close look
at how these things impact the pastor. The FG emphasized common factors experienced
among pastors attempting to lead through change across various settings. The SIc
revealed common practices and expectations of those who are responsible for overseeing
things unfold within churches from, as several members quoted, the “30,000 foot view.”
Heifetz and Linsky provide a model for categorizing adaptive challenges, which
will be used also to structure the data analysis below. But first, Figure 4.6 is the followup to Figure 4.2 shown above in RQ1. Here, the adaptive challenges are broken up into
four archetypes:
Figure 4.6
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Dark blue shows archetype 1, the gap between espoused values and actual behaviors.
Light blue shows the moments when archetype 2, competing commitments, was
prevalent. Green shows archetype 3, speaking the unspeakable. And, last, yellow shows
archetype 4, work avoidance. The checkered spaces reveal moments when there were
multiple archetypes occurring simultaneously, which is not uncommon. As can be seen
above, all 4 adaptive challenges were present at various moments over the course of the
conversations.
Summary of Data for Archetype 1: Gap Between Espoused Values and Behaviors
Table 4.1.B shows the list of challenges that pastors described to be complicated.
Of those on that list, the following are a sample of those strongly favoring an adaptive
challenge of the archetype 1: asked to resign, then reinvited to apply at a lesser salary;
changed campus ministry style to dinner church style gatherings; attempted to create
multi-racial church gathering. Each of these—among many others—represent moments
where the churches stated their beliefs went in a direction that was incongruent with their
behavior. In the examples above, churches said they valued their staffs, ministry leaders
wanted dynamic college ministry, and wanted to include more people in worship. Their
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behaviors, however, resulted in devalued staff, a dynamic campus minister leaving, and a
multiracial gathering closing.
Of the 82 highlights denoting moments where adaptive challenges were being
discussed, 24 of them were coded under this archetype, making it the second most
prevalent type of challenge described among the pastors interviewed. The following
responses and stories indicate the ways pastors chose to discuss challenges that fell
within this category [reminder: cases can and often do cross lines among the four
archetypes, signaling multiple challenges at hand]:
❖ So, in one particular church, they were having this debate about buying
some chandeliers for the church. There was one man in the back. I didn't
want to call on him, but he kept raising his hand cuz he was the one who
was always against everything, no matter what they did. So, we finally had
to call on him and said, “why are you against buying some chandeliers?”
And after about two or three arguments, he just fired, “well, we don't need
no chandeliers! We need some lights in this church!” He didn’t even know
what they were. So, I mean, those are the folks who are hardest to deal
with … either I've been a bad pastor to run 'em off or I did a good job of
praying 'em away. (audio1006221880, Pos. 32)
❖ I turned my little screen around, ah, crap. Y'all, can't see it. Y'all just don't
have the screens. After that service. Three of the key leaders in the church
came to me and said, when the hell, excuse my French, I'm just quoting
these good church people. When in the hell are we gonna get screens in
our sanctuary? So, instead of me forcing the change on them and them
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resenting me for it, the key leaders were asking for the screens and I said,
well, conveniently enough, we've already raised the money and we already
have a bid to do it. And they said, “let's sign it today and get it done.”
(audio1852626785, Pos. 14)
❖ There was a retired nurse in the congregation who had been there for 30
years, but this church was very much a matriarchal church. If you did not
grow up in the community, you were considered an outsider, even though
you may have been part of the church for 30 plus years.
(audio1420169770, Pos. 10)
Summary of Data for Archetype 2: Competing Commitments
Of the items on the Table 4.1.B list, the following are a sample of those strongly
favoring an adaptive challenge of the archetype 2: tried to invite in the Boys & Girls
Club; started new worship service, but church lost homie feel; and, attempted to create
Community Outreach committee, but ran into issues of racism. Stories of competing
commitments, as a category, came to the surface when a group of people within an
organization were committed to multiple, conflicting ideas or causes. The group is forced
to pick between the two, and often pastors are a part of the team on the side that does not
get picked. In the examples above, churches were committed to growth and community
engagement, but they were also committed to having churches at a comfortable size (to
them) and racism. These visions could not live together, so one had to die.
Of the 82 highlights denoting moments where adaptive challenges were being
discussed, 47 of them were coded under this archetype, making it the most prevalent type
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of challenge described among the pastors interviewed. The following responses and
stories indicate the ways pastors chose to discuss challenges that fell within this category:
❖ I had a guy come at me, I'd just come off the baseball field and from
coaching little league, and he brought his brother-in-law with him and
wanted to talk about inviting the black Baptists to church. “What if they,
you know, these kids are in the nursery together, and what if they fall in
love? And, what are you gonna do?” And I said to him, “you mean, what
if they fall in love before you teach 'em to hate each other?” That was my
bold 25-year-old self. (audio1194115310, Pos. 30)
❖ There was a highly dysfunctional director of music. Most people knew
that he was very dysfunctional. The problem was, was that he was also a
charismatic leader and he had big crowds and big programs.
(audio1782401196, Pos. 19)
Summary of Data for Archetype 3: Speaking the Unspeakable
Of the items on the Table 4.1.B list, the following are a sample of those strongly
favoring an adaptive challenge of the archetype 3: confronted the problem of racism in
Bible study; opposed troublesome parent of youth; and, moved Administrative Council
chair out of his position of power. Stories of pastors speaking the unspeakable typically
meant speaking truth to power in some way. They were complicated and usually curtailed
into archetypes 1 and 2 because the people had to decide which side of the conversation
they were on. Participants in the study often negatively associated the need to say hard
things with what people expect of the pastor’s role, which—they often assumed—meant
always being nice. In the examples above, church members were complicit in ineffective
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and, at times, harmful systems of their own creation because they were unwilling to say
out loud what many people were thinking. Participants described situations in which they
were sometimes tasked with the precarious position of being the only one willing to
confront the powers that be, even if it meant damage to their career.
Of the 82 highlights denoting moments where adaptive challenges were being
discussed, only seven of them were coded under this archetype, making it the third most
prevalent type of challenge described among the pastors interviewed. There was a large
gap among those reporting challenges that present as archetypes 1 and 2 from 3 and 4.
The following responses and stories indicate the ways pastors chose to discuss challenges
that fell within this category:
❖ I said, you know, this church is going down that path. I don't want to have
to bring it to an autopsy point. I wanted to bring it to a thriving point. So,
we started a revitalization committee. (audio1598112974, Pos. 17)
❖ I literally flung a pair of glasses and I was, I, I, <laugh> I was going at it. I
mean, this is, this is serious business. Cause there were people that picked
me up and toted me out of this room. I was <laugh> yeah, I was livid. I
said, sir, your job as a trustee is not to dictate. It is to facilitate the will of
the people. So, I'll be damned if you, I might have used some harsher
words than that, but essentially it was, I'll be damned if <laugh> if you
gonna do that. (audio1489525528, Pos. 18)
Summary of Data for Archetype 4: Work Avoidance
Of the items on the Table 4.1.B list, the following present a sample of those
strongly favoring an adaptive challenge of the archetype 4: managing financial mess,
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overbudgeted; having enough money to compensate for lack of lay involvement; and,
attempting to create a community-outreach committee, but ran into problems with racism.
Participants lamented that churches face the issue of work avoidance consistently, usually
presenting as members who consistently take the course of least resistance. In these
cases, other adaptive challenges generally arise and take over. The pastors described
themselves as routinely trying to manage between taking on too much work and just
allowing the work to go undone—with an awareness that this would potentially
negatively impact their relationship with the congregation.
Of the 82 highlights denoting moments where adaptive challenges were being
discussed, four of them were coded under this archetype, making it the least prevalent
type of challenge distinctly identified among the pastors interviewed. The researcher
denoted that work avoidance was likely a part of many other situations, but chose to
allow the language of those being interviewed to dictate whether or not it was formally
coded into the transcript. More often than not, pastors chose to speak more about what
was done rather than what was being left undone. The following responses and stories
indicate the ways pastors chose to discuss challenges that fell within this category:
❖ I think a challenge is the idea of failure. Nobody wants to fail as a pastor,
as a church. I think if you can build that in, we begin to talk about
adapting and that kind of thing. Trying something new means, “Hey, it
might fail. We might all fall right on our face, but hey, we wanna fall on
our face together.” It's usually rather helpful, you know, and people also
may get a little more excited and united about it. They can fall on their
face together. (audio1006221880, Pos. 25)
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❖ After expressing my concerns about racism I’d witnessed in the church, I
could tell that there were some people in the church who were certainly
with me on that, but there were others that were in positions of leadership
that weren't. Ultimately, it came down to an ultimatum either I go or they
go. I was perfectly fine to go, and the SPR was aware that this particular
person represented a segment of the group that was an important part of
what they're doing there. The folks on SPR were in a real tough position,
you know. I said, look, y'all do whatever you need to do.
(audio1221901166, Pos. 28)
Evidence of Lingering Impact on the Pastor and Congregation
Bishop Graves has gone on the record a number of times at events to say, “every
pastor needs three people in their corner: a counselor, a spiritual coach, and a lawyer.”
Each of these three indicates what this research’s data validated: challenge and change
were professionally and personally hard for pastors to deal with; church systems were not
generally well-prepared for it; and, on both parts, especially the part of the pastor, there
are long-term effects that take place. As can be seen in the coding system, Appendix E,
the SIp showed that when asked about their feelings about the job, eight spoke about it in
generally positive terms, 11 were mixed in what they presented, and four were generally
negative. Throughout the interviews, four expressed that they had at some point
questioned ministry as a vocation, and three opened up about having sought out
counseling due to their ministry experiences.
The researcher noted the following as being the forms of resistance that showed
up consistently among the pastors creating change within their congregations:
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●
●
●
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●
●

Direct confrontation
“We had a meeting”
Laity revoking commitment, financially or through lack of attendance
Acts of passive aggression
Notes, emails, and texts
Lingering apathy/unwillingness to engage
People leaving the church

The participants consistently denoted an inability, especially in their earlier years of
ministry, to not take their congregations’ resistance to their change efforts personally.
Multiple pastors began taking prescribed medication to help with their mental health, and
one pastor spoke of his sleep cycle having been permanently changed. “I could sleep like
a baby anywhere anytime. But after [the described incident that happened years prior], I
haven’t been able to sleep through the night since.” Another also mentioned sleep. He
said:
The night before I had to tell [my staff member] that he was losing his job, I didn't
sleep at all. Just, God, it was horrible. Like, that was probably the worst day of
my ministry <laugh> and I've had a lot of horrible days, but just that one, you
know… (audio1736263676, Pos. 29)
Additionally, pastors’ families were routinely scrutinized and involved in the
repercussions of conflict, even if they had no formal part of it. Pastors leaned heavily on
the advice of their spouses when considering how to proceed through their ministry, due
in no small part to the fact that families usually have to move when the pastor does. RQ3
describes further the way pastors prepared themselves mentally, physically, and
spiritually for the continued work of the ministry after having experienced difficult
things.
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Participants did not choose to speak much about the impact their challenges had
on the church beyond their appointment to it. One pastor did say of his situation:
I think probably the biggest fallout is the council chair and missions chair were
never quite as willing to put themselves on the line from that point forward. So,
probably the most unfortunate part of it is that some of that passion and vitality
was squelched in those members. (audio1736263676)
The researcher noted at least 5 instances of pastors discussing people who left the church
due to certain situations—sometimes in droves—who did not plan on returning. In this
case, there are fewer church members able to do the work the church system demands. If
the churches are small-to-medium in size, as most churches in the SGC are, the members
who chose to remain had to find new ways to work with one alongside the effects of the
previous situation. Even though pastors move, members left in the church remain with
the consequences, some of which, according to the participants, would inevitably last a
long time.
Research Question #3:
How does the cabinet of the South Georgia Conference assess which
challenges an incoming pastor is likely to face in bringing about adaptive change
within a local congregation?
RQ3’s research primarily emphasizes the cabinet’s assessment of pastors and
churches in anticipation of challenges before they arrive. The instrumentation most useful
in this is the SIc and document analysis. In addition to Question 6 of the SIc, which asks
about how the SGC prepares pastors to encounter resistance to change, members of the
cabinet spoke frequently of the relationship they have with the pastors and churches of
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their district. Consciously aware of the power dynamics at play, primarily due to the
appointment process, members of the cabinet empathized with pastors through frequent
reflections of their own experience of having served as a pastor of a local church before
coming onto the cabinet.
While the research presented below primarily emphasizes other instrumentation,
participants of the SIp had quite a bit to say about the need for more training and how that
occurs. Among the 22 interviewed, the researcher coded 12 moments of pastors
expressing a desire for better training and 13 moments of pastors expressing the
sentiment that “the best training for the job is life experience.” Many shared resources
that have been helpful for them outside the usual recommendations and requirements of
the SGC, including auditing courses on conflict resolution, experience in other fields, and
seeking out individual coaches and mentors. Several discussed the importance of
counseling and most recognized the need for life experience and better training to take
place.
Summary of SIc Findings Related to RQ3
Figure 4.5 illustrates the number of words members of the cabinet chose to give to
each part of the SIc. Since the interviews were semi-structured, the interviewer did at
times guide the conversation by asking the interviewees to say more on one topic or
another, as he felt it appropriate to do so.
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Figure 4.7

Appendix B shows the SIc protocol, and each of the colors corresponds with Questions 17 of the protocol. This figure is useful in comparing the length of responses with one
another and also for comparing each response in relation to the rest of the interview.
As mentioned in RQ1, the cabinet suggested that an average of 50-55% of pastors
are attempting change within their congregations. When asked about the successful
approaches of those that integrate change within the life of their congregations, the
following responses apply:
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❖ What I've seen is that there's a lot of networking going on because they're getting
together and talking about their own challenges, whereas before they really didn't
do that. Cause they're all having challenges. It's like, you know, I don't have to
show a sign of weakness because I'm the only one that's got a challenge or nobody
else is being honest. (audio1613720226, Pos. 40)
❖ They are responding to the people that they're serving. And, therefore they're able
to connect in ways that others are not connecting, and then maybe have some
progress and growth along the way. (audio1228046553, Pos. 20)
❖ The ones that have been more successful have been less authoritarian. They've
been more successful because they've listened more. They've engaged teams of
people. (audio1541158417, Pos. 13)
❖ [They are] people who are willing to go to a place that they haven't seen before.
… A character trait of those people is faith. Just good old fashioned biblical belief
that God is, and that He's a rewarder for those who seek (audio1479684000, Pos.
19)
❖ They can build a team of lay people in their church who can see a vision of what
needs to happen and buy into it. (audio1263852654, Pos. 14)
These statements represent a kind of metric that they have all developed by watching
pastors work within their churches. According to the statements above, pastors who are
successful at navigating change and challenge 1) talk with other pastors, 2) listen and
respond to the unique needs of their people, 3) act in humility with a team approach, and
4) live by faith. Stated another way, adaptable pastors in the SGC talk, listen, and build
teams, in accordance with their faithful call to God as a priority.
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When asked if pastors in the SGC have been adequately equipped to manage their
way through contemporary challenges, every member of the cabinet commented that the
SGC could do better. Two members qualified their answers to say that experienced
pastors are probably more prepared than inexperienced pastors. Every member talked
about COVID and the need for new strategies to apply in a changing landscape,
technologically and otherwise. There were multiple suggestions about how better training
and transitions could look, mostly through seminars and one suggestion of a time of
partnership where the leaving pastor works with the incoming pastor directly. Finally,
one member stated the following:
The wealth of preparation is the deep well of faith. Because no, we're not
prepared. Seminary didn't prepare us for this really. Books on leadership? I think
about John Maxwell's books on leadership, and a lot of the principles still apply,
but I mean, it's a different way. It's a different day in how you lead. People don't
respect authority, which says to us, then you struggle with God's authority. They
don't really like institutional leaders, so it's not just about bishops. It's about
school superintendents. It's about school boards. It's about the police force. It's
about mayors. So, what it all comes down to me for me is, in my own psyche and
self, I gotta have a deep well of faith because every day I'm gonna wake up and
face difficult issues. (audio1613720226, Pos. 60)
The consensus is that spiritual preparedness and readiness come from within, but there is
room for growth and improvement in the practicality of every day.
The SIc participants indicated district superintendents act with distinction from
the bishop and pastors of their district while trying to be as supportive as possible to both.
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It is clear that there is a deep affection for the pastors of their districts, but sometimes
there is a language of love that lives at a distance; the 30,000ft gap can be painful and
overwhelming. “Heartbreaking,” as multiple participants described. One interviewee said,
“I’m standing on a lawn watching a house burn,” but members of the cabinet must always
be conscious of their connection to the appointment process before trying to offer help.
The participant followed up the statement to say, “I’m shouting, ‘Fire! Fire!’ but they
keep saying, ‘Don’t worry. We got it.’” When asked how it feels to watch churches try to
manage their way through challenges (question 7 of SIc protocol), it was stated:
Woo. Lots of different feelings on my not-so-good days. <laugh> It can be very
discouraging, you know. The Monday morning response I think is it can be very
discouraging and overwhelming to see so much. But then on days when I maybe
can climb up the mountain and get above the fog and see a bigger picture, I
realize the historical context and see there’s nothing strange at all about these
times … it’s helpful just to know that I'm not alone in this. And, of course, we on
the cabinet are not alone. We're together. (audio1479684000, Pos. 36-37)
The broad view of the District Superintendent can be rewarding because they get to see
success and life change happening on a broad scale. However, the fallback of several
conversations was the sadness of seeing the need for churches to close and feeling pains
of division in the UMC up close.
Summary of Document Analysis Findings Related to RQ3
The DA protocol (Appendix G) listed that the researcher was intending to analyze
data within four document categories: reading lists, pastor profile templates,
appointment-making worksheets, and additional training information for district
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superintendents. The data suggested that the cabinet’s primary means of transformation is
demonstrated through the bishop’s power to appoint, and the document analysis revealed
how that took place in practice. Primarily, this means that the information was futuredirected and appointment-related.
While there were reading lists curated by bishops and UM agencies across the
denomination online, the researcher did not find any such lists, per se, within the SGC.
However, the cabinet was actively reading through two books that routinely showed up in
the SIc. The first, Tempered Resilience: How Leaders are Formed in the Crucible of
Change, is Tod Bolsinger’s follow-up book to Canoeing the Mountains, and they are
studying together as a group. As one member of the cabinet described it:
In this new book, he uses the example of blacksmithing … the analogy is that
leaders are made through some of those very difficult experiences that we go
through … there's a period of time there where you heat it up to 700 degrees and
you think, oh, this is the time where it’s going to happen, and then, no, this is just
getting it really ready. You have to go on up to 2000 degrees. So, there's even
more there before you're able to get to a place where you're moving into that area
of really being useful for leadership. (audio1228046553, Pos. 13-14)
The second book being read among members of the cabinet is The Changeover Zone by
Jim Ozier and Jim Griffith. In this book, the analogy of relay runners passing the baton is
used as an illustration of how effective pastors transition into new appointments. This
research indicated that the cabinet was reading about and studying leadership strategies
for change and transition primarily in the context of appointment-making.
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Pastor profile templates demonstrated that the cabinet was trying to assess their
pastors’ strengths and weaknesses to help match pastors to churches in the appointment
process (Appendix H). Question 1 asked pastors to define the ways they believed they
were uniquely gifted to lead churches. A series of personality tests, such as Myers Briggs
and the Enneagram, was offered to help pastors respond. Also, there was a place to list
their call to ministry, education, background, work experience, and other perceived gifts.
Questions 2-3 asked about experiences of ministry that indicated their most and least
effective areas of leadership. Question 4 asked the pastor to imagine they were staying in
their context for another five years, and Question 5 was for pastors to list “other
information considered important” (pos. 34). In addition to this Pastor Profile, the
existence of a “file” for each pastor, curated exclusively by members of the cabinet, was
spoken of and alluded to in the SIc, but the researcher never examined one himself.
The cabinet examined two reports that were exclusively related to the appointive
process. These documents, the Report from Pastor and Report from SPR to the Bishop
and Cabinet, were related in the kinds of questions they asked but were tailored to the
needs of the pastor and church. Both asked for information about the pastor and their
family to be filled out, such as the age of the pastor’s children, the schools the children
would attend, etc. Question 1 on both worksheets was about general information they
would like the cabinet to know. Questions 3 and 4 on the pastor’s questionnaire matched
Questions 2 and 5 of the SPR’s: the first was about the type of community the pastor
intends to serve/the church’s community; the second was about the special qualifications
of the pastor/special needs of the church. Uniquely, the pastor was asked (Question 2)
about their gifts for ministry, and the churches were asked to describe the general health
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of the church (Question 4) and ways that the church was serving its surrounding
community (Question 3). It was mentioned once in the SIc that these two documents are
consolidated into a short, “cheat sheet” to help the cabinet make necessary decisions
when sitting around the table.
Lastly, the researcher analyzed a Church Profile that paired well with the Pastor’s
Profile above. It is worth noting that—not including the space required to answer the
personality questions—the church profile is much longer. The Pastor’s Profile registered
34 lines of text, whereas the Church Profile registered over 100 lines of text. It is broken
up into the following sections, with detailed information asked of each one: church
membership, finance and budget, community issues, and the church community. There
were multiple questions denoting what the members of SPR foresee as being important in
the next five years. The Church Profile intended to survey the church’s present situation
and its future intentions.
Summary of Major Findings
This is a pre-intervention dissertation analyzing through grounded theory and
qualitative methodology the challenges pastors face when attempting to lead their
congregations through change. After having completed the data analysis, the following
five findings have been determined:
1. Pastors perceive that making changes to worship is the most common
change pastors attempt to bring about within their congregations
2. The changes that the pastors stated they were most proud of and the
challenges they experienced were almost all administrative in nature.
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3. By far, the two most prevalent archetypes of adaptive challenges among
churches in the SGC are: 1) the gap between espoused values and
behaviors and 2) competing commitments.
4. Resistance to change is varied in form, frequently directed at the pastor,
and often taken personally.
5. Members of the cabinet admit the need for pastors to be better trained
more frequently than their pastors do.
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CHAPTER 5
LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
This was a pre-intervention, qualitative study on the adaptive challenges faced by
pastors as agents of change. This chapter identifies five major findings of the research.
Each is described and then considered within the larger context provided in Chapter 2
with a special emphasis on the biblical and theological implications of the findings.
Following the survey of major findings, this chapter identifies further implications
of the project, limitations of the study, unexpected observations, and recommendations
for further study. The chapter concludes with a postscript from the author.
Major Findings
Pastors perceive that making changes to worship is the most common change
pastors attempt to bring about within their congregations.
This was an especially prevalent finding that bubbled to the surface during the
focus group. Because pastors are given both formal and informal authority to make
adjustments to worship, these changes are assumed to be the most common a pastor can
make. This includes, but is not limited to, adding or taking away children’s moments,
adding or taking away liturgical elements, changing music styles, and more. As a close
second, discipleship programming such as Sunday school and small group development
was viewed in a similar way. Participants in the study indicated that these areas of church
engagement (worship and discipleship programming) were perceived to fall closely
within the pastor’s domain, so pastors felt more comfortable offering leadership in these
areas.
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The need for leaders to organize worship and create sacred spaces for
communities to encounter God is as longstanding as biblical tradition. From the very
beginning, humans were directed by God to act as stewards of God’s creation. This
directive reflects God’s very own image and is worked out through the longevity of
Christian tradition, extending from the beginning to the eventual establishment of the
new religious order called the church. Methodists highlight certain historic moments in
the formation of Methodism, including moments of field preaching by John Wesley and
Charles Wesley’s use of setting hymns to bar tunes. These proud moments of the historic
Christian and Methodist narrative—combined with the formal authority of the Book of
Discipline—empower pastors today to take on worship as a primary element of change. It
appears that the adaptive capacity of churches does include a propensity for basic
adjustments in worship to occur.
The changes that the pastors stated they were most proud of and the challenges they
experienced were almost all administrative in nature.
This finding is made more impactful when compared to the one above, stating that
pastors assume basic adjustments to Sunday morning worship are the most common
changes among pastors. While there is a historical basis for that to be an important role of
the minister, the participants most commonly spoke of their involvement in
administrative changes as ones they were most proud of and most challenged by. In the
interviews, these changes include issues with preschools, adjusting or right-sizing
committees and committee structures, confronting hard to deal with church members, etc.
The administrative duties of serving as pastors seem to preoccupy most of the
participants’ thoughts and time.
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It is hard to pass this topic over without considering Jesus’s constant maneuvering
in and against the religious order of his day. Instructed and empowered by the religious
institution, much of Christ’s most impactful ministry occurred among those not
privileged with the opportunities of social and religious mobility. Frustrated by the
constant friction of religious dogma, Christ broke in as a new Abraham and Moses,
claiming to be not only a local leader or king but the King of Kings. The administration
of the time killed Jesus, and it tries to kill pastors, too.
Heifetz and Linsky, illustrated by Bolsinger in the application of their work to the
church experience, refer to the complex distribution of social power as the politicization
of an organization. This finding indicates that administrative responsibilities are either
outside the skillset of pastors or that the churches’ adaptive capacity for change is limited
in this area. Changes in the political landscape—which strongly includes the laity—
cannot be easily reversed and can draw cause for alarm, creating a challenging
environment for church leaders. This is an especially important finding when taken
alongside the finding below on the importance of the need for more training to take place
among the clergy.
By far, the two most prevalent archetypes of adaptive challenges among churches in
the SGC are 1) the gap between espoused values and behaviors, and 2) competing
commitments.
Pastors expressed a noted frustration and, at times, sadness over the experience of
churches not living into their projected call. Conference leadership, however, consistently
alluded to the notion that churches anchored to programming and ministries of the past
were the biggest problem for the SGC overall. Realistically, there is probably congruence
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between what the pastors were saying and what the cabinet was observing, but it denotes
that churches throughout the SGC tend to struggle in two key ways: 1) defining their
vision or call, and 2) understanding how to move from their present reality to their future
ambition.
Again, these challenges are neither new to the church nor to Methodism. Perhaps
the greatest issue the early church faced in Antioch reflects very similar circumstances to
the modern church. Peter and Paul could not agree on the direction of Christ’s mission for
the church, and neither can churches today get it fully right. As for Methodism, issues of
political situations, questions around slavery and racism, institutional tension, and
financial crisis—most of which had a role in the formation of the UMC of 1968—all
have a story to tell within the contemporary church. Adaptive leaders are active listeners
and learners, able to carefully navigate the move between closely looking at each issue
and differentiating outward to a broader view.
Resistance to change is varied in form, frequently directed at the pastor, and often
taken personally.
In response to change, meetings—both formal and informal—are often called,
mass texts directly attacking the pastor are sometimes sent, personal confrontations can
take place in hallways, and it is not unusual for pastors’ families to be smeared along the
way. Most often, aggression is passive, and the participants described moments when the
aggression was personally and professionally damaging. Several pastors sought
counseling, and one described a permanent change to his sleep cycle due to the intensity
of conflict and tension within his church. Pastors are often unable to differentiate the rest
of their lives from their professional lives.
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The call on religious leaders has always demanded closeness to the work that is
not shared among many other professions, but technology has enabled people to express
their feelings far quicker and stronger than before. Email, texts, phone calls, and social
media are all relatively new forms of communication that can exacerbate an already
challenging situation. Scripture does offer guidance and encouragement to leaders
experiencing resistance more generally. The story of God’s relationship to humankind is
one of grace and reconciliation in the face of both internal and external challenges, as
illustrated most strongly in the biblical account of the nation of Israel. Over hundreds of
years, God never neglected God’s people and always kept God’s promises. Even still,
pastors of the contemporary church are in new territory regarding how to navigate these
specific channels of communication, and it is taking a toll on pastors and their families.
Adaptive leadership literature does not shy away from the fact that resistance will
arise when leaders navigate their people through change. In fact, conflict and resistance
are embraced as part of the process. The key for adaptive leaders is learning how to
manage, or even orchestrate, how and when the resistance takes place. Proper education
and training among leaders will not help pastors avoid all unwanted surprises, but it can
prepare them to properly assess the situation and lead through it. New days demand new
learning.
Members of the cabinet admit the need for pastors to be better trained more
frequently than their pastors do.
Pastors of local churches were mixed in their feelings on the need for more
education and training, while the cabinet saw it to be an important and needed aspect of
leadership in the SGC. There was a general consensus that life and church experience
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were critical in the formation of successful leaders, which seemed to include being put
unprepared into difficult and sometimes traumatizing circumstances. Lastly, the cabinet,
in particular, had a lot to say about how COVID and modern technology have changed
things for the church, stating the need for new adaptive work to be done that assists
churches to lead in new ways.
As mentioned in the major findings of administrative changes and the resistance
to change, the development of new technologies is demanding change to occur within the
church. There appeared to be a ceiling of adaptive capacity in this area that leaders kept
finding, which reveals a common assumption of most religious organizations: they are
often like slow-moving ships that take a long while to turn, but usually, there is a
certainty about them when they finally do.
It did appear through the interviews that pastors feel as though the current tools
they have been given are insufficient. They are being forced to be reactive to culture’s
changing demands and do not have the resourcing to keep up. Scripture is clear, however,
that pastors are to find their sufficiency in Christ and Christ alone. This is the
eschatological hope, and it is the gospel message that pastors are looking for new ways to
convey in pursuit of Christ’s call to go into all the world.
Ministry Implications of the Findings
The implicit value of this research is that it used qualitative methods to
contextualize and apply the diagnostic framework of adaptive leadership to the practice
of pastoral leadership in the SGC. The criteria of saturation were consistently met
through the research’s methodology and demonstrated that the range of experiences
pastors of the SGC face are uniquely varied but categorically consistent. Identifying those
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consistencies through proven research queries and practices, such as through coding and
further visual analysis of the data, provided the groundwork for more effective
conversation and training to take place.
The impact of this research is potentially large in that the results can contribute to
the larger conversation of renewal and revitalization of the church through education and
training events. At the time of this writing, the church at large is facing significant crises
(e.g., COVID, political polarization, and denominational division) demanding good and
adaptive leadership within all church systems, both big and small. The grounded theories
and major findings of this preintervention project are sufficient for future studies and
interventions to be done on this topic of increasing interest due to the like of Tod
Bolsinger et. al.
While I believe this will become a lifelong area of learning for me personally, it is
my plan to disseminate the results of this study among leaders of the SGC after the
completion of the Doctor of Ministry program. Quite a bit of consideration in this project
has been given to the subject of pastoral training and the value of general life experience
as means of preparing pastors for creating change and encountering its resistance.
Leadership theory suggests that—while life experience can be invaluable—there is a
viable middle passage directed by informed decision making that has a better chance of
preventing burnout and the ill effects of traumatic seasons of ministry. It would be my
ultimate hope to help pastors find ways to pave the way for necessary changes to take
place within their church systems and survive the process.
Limitations of the Study
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First, this study was conducted among the clergy of the SGC. While the sample of
participants in this study mostly reflects the demographic composition of the SGC, there
were only two female members of the clergy and two persons of color that were
interviewed. Others were scheduled to be a part of the project, but due to a series of
events, they were unable to take part.
Second, there was one focus group interview, which was an invaluable part of the
research. Another was planned and scheduled, but due to unforeseen issues, it was unable
to be conducted.
Third, ordained deacons and associate pastors were originally considered but
ultimately not included in the study due to the difference in their defined roles within the
local church. This would have created variability in the data, making it more challenging
to assess, but also could have provided enriching perspectives in addition to those
gathered in this study.
Unexpected Observations
While the intention of this project ended where it began—identifying the most
common adaptive challenges of pastors attempting to lead their congregations through
change—the scope of that question broadened as the research was conducted. What
began with identifying data directly related to challenges in leadership expanded into
pastors’ preparation/training, personal feelings of encountering resistance, thoughts on
the itinerant system, and more. The heartbeat of adaptive leadership remained throughout
the study, but the layering of personal stories and emotions made room for the research to
take a far more human turn.
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Many pastors were uncomfortable with the word change. In conducting the
research, I found myself having to soften the word for some pastors to be willing to
engage the term within their interviews. For some, it was embraced and understood to be
an integral part of the process of leadership. For others, it felt more akin to a taboo topic
that should not be discussed aloud.
Conversations around race among pastors in the south have a way of bringing up
unexpected things, and there were several pastors who dealt directly with resistance as
they challenged their congregation’s stance on racism. The experiences reminded me that
some topics that are taught as history really are not. Many of these conversations are
never too far off, especially when dealing with people’s shared systems of beliefs, and
pastors were ill-prepared to engage in the depth of personal challenge that came with
these conversations. Multiple pastors were moved because of it.
Lastly, it was unexpected how open the participants would be regarding
personally challenging topics and questions. Members of the cabinet and pastors of local
churches all dealt with the interview protocols’ questions head-on, often adding
additional information beyond what was asked. At times, this included private
conversations and even reflections on their personal and mental health. I was grateful for
their willingness, their honesty, and their candor.
Recommendations
This was a qualitative, preintervention study that analyzed the adaptive challenges
faced by pastors as agents of change. For those looking to repeat or build on this work, I
would encourage them to take in the following considerations
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1.

A wider and more diverse pool of participants would likely create

variability and depth in the dataset. This includes but is not limited to demographic
considerations. Other ways to widen the pool would be to interview deacons and pastors
of varied ordination status, such as local pastors, associate members, etc.
2.

This research included pastors currently serving in congregations as large

as 2,000+ and as small as 25-50. Interview protocols could be adjusted to accurately
represent pastors’ differences in experience based on the size of the church they serve. It
would be interesting to assess how much of an impact is present in that variable.
3.

While the qualitative methodology of this project was sufficient, a mixed-

methods approach could be useful. The addition of quantitative instruments, such as a
survey of key data points that pastors fill out, could have cut down on time and
broadened the dataset.
4.

Last, while this was a pre-intervention research project, further work could

continue in the development of one or a series of interventions for clergy entering into the
ministry or for ministers already serving. The major findings of this project are valuable
for anyone in the SGC responsible for ushering new ministers into the ministry.
Postscript
What a blessing it has been to embark on this educational and spiritual journey.
What began with questions on creativity and pastoral leadership developed into an
immersion in leadership theory and ministry exploration. A day has not gone by in the
last 4 to 5 years that I have not given this topic at least a passing thought. Meanwhile, the
world has changed drastically and has shown a great need for healthy and effective
models of leadership to take form. There is no doubt that the church is in a place of
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deeply needed transformation, but we must dare to live in the confidence of Christ’s
promise that he will not abandon his bride. More training and opportunities for education
will certainly be at least a part of God’s call to faithful leaders going forward, and, if this
project has taught me anything, that certainly includes me!
The research of this project indicated the need for continuing education
opportunities to, at the very least, include a formalized understanding of the need for
change to be an invited part of the process of leadership. God is using pastors and church
leaders every day who take up the call to live in radically new spaces of grace and
reconciliation, and resources are available to help with this. In Chapter 2, it is noted that
“the distancing between humankind and the transparency of God’s perfect will is the gap
from which Christian leadership sprouts.” I pray that the work done here can in some
small way help stand in that gap for the world today as the church continues to turn
toward Christ.
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APPENDIXES
A. Semi-Structured Interview with Local Pastors (SIp) Questions
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B. Semi-Structured Interview with Cabinet of the South Georgia Conference (SIc)
Questions
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C. Focus Group (FG) Questions
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D. Datapoints for Research (DP)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What changes are pastors trying to implement?
Are the changes “cultural”?
Did they try to apply technical fixes to adaptive problems?
What kinds of resistance did they face after attempting the change?
How did the pastors address or respond to their new challenges?
Did their response “work”? Was there a winner?
When someone begins the work of a pastor in the SGC, what kinds of pastoral
challenges are they likely to experience from attempting to apply change to the
life of the congregation?
8. Common issues pastors don’t know what to do about and their common responses
to that.
9. Is there an incongruence in pastors’ training and their reality?
10. When facing tough challenges, do pastors feel as though the cabinet is paying
attention? If so, are they supportive of the pastor?
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E. Coding System
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F. Informed Consent Form
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G. Document Analysis Protocol
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H. Profile of Pastor
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